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Abstract 

Cold injury can harm grapevines and severely reduce yields in cool-climate regions. Previous 

studies indicate bud cold hardiness differences among Vitis vinifera cultivars, but comparatively, 

little attention has been given to the effect of clone and rootstock. This study investigates the bud 

cold hardiness of Cabernet franc with different clones and rootstock combinations throughout 

dormancy during the stages of cold acclimation, maximum hardiness and deacclimation.  The 

research also looks at the protein expression of dehydrins which may impact cold hardiness. Four 

clone × rootstock combinations of Cabernet franc (214 × 101-14, 327 × 101-14, 327 × 3309, and 

327 × Riparia Gloire) were assessed over two dormant seasons in 2018-19 and 2019-20. Buds 

were sampled every two to four weeks and were measured for cold hardiness by differential 

thermal analysis (DTA). Cold hardiness was reported as low temperature exotherms (LTE). Vine 

performance including phenological stages, yield components, vine balance, environmental 

resistance, and fruit composition including titratable acidity (TA), soluble solids, and pH were 

measured in 2019 and 2020. SDS-PAGE profiles and immunoblots measured dehydrins intensity 

during two dormant seasons in 2018-19 and 2019-20. Rootstock was found to impact cold 

hardiness of Cabernet franc. No significant differences were observed in bud hardiness between 

clones of Cabernet franc; despite significant differences in bud hardiness of clone × rootstock 

combinations of Cabernet franc. Dehydrin bands of five molecular weights (62 kDa, 57 kDa, 41 

kDa, 30 kDa, and 23 kDa) were detected in the 2018-19 dormant season, and dehydrin bands of 

four molecular weights (62 kDa, 41 kDa, 30 kDa, and 23 kDa) were detected in the 2019-20 

dormant season. The development of dehydrin bands varied for clones, rootstocks, and different 

molecular weights. No consistent correlations were observed between dehydrin intensity and 

LTE50 values, despite the increase of dehydrin intensity and the decrease of LTE50 values 

observed during acclimation. This study reveals the effect of clone and rootstock on cold hardiness, 

which is important for clone and rootstock selection in cool climate regions to reduce cold injury, 

and the complexity of the relationship between cold hardiness and dehydrins. In the future, studies 

should continue to focus on cold hardiness of clone and rootstock in different cultivars. Change of 

dehydrin levels during dormant seasons in more cultivars should also be studied to reveal the 

relationship between dehydrins and cold hardiness.   
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Chapter 1. General Introduction and Objectives 

1.1. General Introduction and Objective 

The wine industry plays a significant role in the Canadian economy, which includes a $9.04 

Billion economic impact for Canadian wine and grapes in 2015 (Rimerman 2017). Ontario is the 

leading province in grape production in Canada, which produces 60% - 70% of total grape 

production in Canada (Grape Growers of Ontario 2019). Nevertheless, grape growing areas in 

Ontario are cool-climate regions where extreme cold weather in the winter can cause freeze 

injury along with late spring and early autumn frosts, resulting in significant economic loss to 

Canada’s wine industry. In January of 2005, winter killing temperatures resulted in declines of 

yields by 54% and a 57% reduction in sales (Fisher 2009). Consequently, reducing cold injury of 

grapevines in cool-climate regions is important to reduce economic losses in wine production. 

Cold hardiness is the ability of tissue to survive during exposure to low temperatures (Burke 

et al. 1976). Studies in grapevine reveals that the critical temperature ranges for injury in 

different tissues and different cultivars. Even 1 to 2°C differences of cold hardiness between 

cultivars can induce differences in cold injury (Wolf and Cook, 1991). Improving cold hardiness 

of grapevines to survive under extreme cold temperature during winter as well as spring frosts 

can reduce cold injury of grapevine and economic loss in cool-climate regions, such as Ontario.  

Many studies have examined cold hardiness among cultivars, which showed that cold 

hardiness is different between cultivars (Ferguson et al. 2011; Mills, Ferguson, and Keller 2006; 

Pool, Reisch, and Welser 1990; Wolf and Cook 1994). But few studies have taken into 
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consideration the cold hardiness of different clones, rootstocks and their interaction which have 

the potential effect to improve cold hardiness through direct or indirect ways. Therefore, the 

objectives of this study were to identify the effect of clone, rootstock and their combinations on 

grapevine bud cold hardiness. It was hypothesized that selection of clone, rootstock and their 

combinations could influence bud cold hardiness in grapevine. This identification could provide 

guidance for selection of clones and rootstocks to improve cold hardiness of grapevine and 

reduce cold injury in a cool climate region like Ontario. 

 Dehydrins are necessary for plant response to abiotic stresses. The expression of dehydrins 

respond to water deficit, cold temperature, salinity and drought conditions (Dure and Galau 

1981; Liu et al. 2016), which could potentially associate with cold hardiness and be potential 

markers for cold hardiness in clones and rootstocks. There were two objectives of the study with 

respect to dehydrins. The first is to examine the change in dehydrin level during development of 

cold hardiness. It was hypothesized that the cold hardiest clone x rootstock combinations will 

have the highest level of dehydrin proteins in the dormant buds. The second objective was to 

identify the relationship between dehydrins and cold hardiness in clones, rootstocks, and their 

combinations. It was hypothesized that dehydrins contribute to cold hardiness differences in 

clones, rootstocks and their combinations. 
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1.2. Literature Review 

1.2.1. The importance of cold hardiness to grapevine 

1.2.1.1. Climate limitation and cold injury 

Climate change is impacting the wine industry throughout the world (Holland and Smit 

2014; Jones et al. 2005; Mozell and Thach 2014). The average global temperature has risen 

about 0.8℃ at the beginning of the 20th century and could rise by 6.4℃ in the 21st century 

(IPCC, 2013). This global warming could alter grape growing regions and grape selection within 

these regions (Hannah et al. 2013; Whalen 2010), grape performance and wine quality (Keller 

2010; Schultz 2010), and increase grape disease and insect infection (Caffarra et al. 2012; Tate 

2001). In addition, higher winter temperatures induced by global warming makes vines less 

sensitive to cold temperatures and more susceptible to cold injury if a cold weather event does 

occur in the dormant season, and thus less able to survive extreme cold events (Nonnecke 2009). 

In 2014, Ontario experienced the coldest winter in 30 years, killing 80% of the less hardy vines 

in some appellations, and total yields of some varieties fell by 50% to 75% (Grape Grower of 

Ontario, 2014). 

Global warming is also leading to an increase in extreme weather events, especially in 

northern regions such as Canada (Donat et al. 2013; Eeasterling 2000; Tonietto and Carbonneau 

2004). Canada's wine growing regions are in 30- and 50-degrees latitude north, located in cool 

climate regions like in European wine regions (Wine of Canada, 2021). The Niagara Peninsula is 

one of the primary grape producing regions which spans 1,800 square km and grows agricultural 
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products for over 50% of the whole region (GGO, 2007). This "cool-climate" wine region is in a 

northern grape-growing belt which is described as highly flexible weather caused by tropical and 

polar air masses (Shaw 2011). The main climatic challenges facing this region are frosts from 

early spring and late autumn and low temperatures in winter (Shaw 2011). This fluctuating 

climate can cause the grapevines and their buds to be threatened, which is related to the rapid 

changes in weather, especially the high level of variability in the daily weather from winter to 

spring in March and April, and from summer to autumn in September and October (Shaw 2011).     

Cold weather following warm periods can lead to great physiological stress on the vines, 

including physical damage to the young buds and canes. In winter, rapid temperature fluctuations 

and the occurrence of extreme temperatures usually below -20°C are the leading causes of 

freezing damage to the primary buds of V. vinifera (Shaw 2011). Around 5 to 15 percent of 

grapevine yield in the world is lost due to related cold injury in many years (Zabadal et al. 2007).  

Cold injury happens when temperatures drop below zero, water molecules within the plant 

begin to form ice-like crystals called ice nucleation (Wolfe and Bryant 1999). These ice-like 

crystals can form in the apoplast (extracellular ice), which causes water to move out from the cell 

resulting in cell membrane destruction (Xin and Browse 2000). Moreover, crystals form in the 

symplast (intracellular ice) followed by extracellular ice formation, causing dehydration, cellular 

structure destruction, and cell death (Farrar 2003). Therefore, when intracellular ice occurs, 

grapevine tissues die. Cultivars of Vitis vinifera cannot survive under the degree of -23 to -25 ℃ 

(Shaw, 2011), and V. riparia, and V. amurensis could survive under -30 to -40°C (Fennell 2004).  
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Climate has the most critical effect on a region besides selecting a growing site for 

producing quality grapes (Jones, 2003). There are three climatic conditions required precisely: 

(1) accumulation of sufficient heat; (2) low danger of extreme frost; and (3) the deficiency of 

risky heat (White et al. 2006). So, according to condition 1 and effects of climate change with 

ongoing increases in mean temperatures worldwide, the selection of less hardy but more popular 

vinifera grapes, such as Merlot and Chardonnay are increasing (Matheson 2008). In 2020, 60% 

of grapes grown in the Niagara Peninsula were V. vinifera cultivars, and 38% were interspecific 

hybrids. Furthermore, the acreage and number of V. vinifera cultivars is growing in Ontario 

(Grape Growers of Ontario 2021). Thus, a larger proportion of grapevines growing in Ontario are 

more easily influenced by frost and winter injury due to the increase of V. vinifera plantings. 

However, more unpredictable cold events may happen since mean temperature is predicted to 

increase in the future with more climate volatility (Holland and Smit 2014). So considering 

condition 2, preventing cold injury becomes a significant viticulture concern in many grape 

areas.  

  

1.2.1.2. The process of cold hardiness 

Cold hardiness is the ability of plants such as grapevines to survive during exposure to cold 

temperature in the dormant season (Janská et al. 2010; Willwerth, Ker, and Inglis 2014). There 

are three stages in grapevine bud cold hardiness: acclimation, maximum hardiness, and 
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deacclimation (Ahmad, Ershadi, and Mahdei 2016; Ferguson et al. 2011; Willwerth et al. 2014; 

Wolf and Cook 1994).  

Cold acclimation is a process that lasts for approximately 3 months where grapevine buds 

become more resistant to the cold (Lavee and May 1997). When the temperature begins to 

decrease and day length gets shorter in the late summer, grapevine buds start to acclimate and 

enter winter dormancy (Fennell 2004; Lavee and May 1997; Mills, Ferguson, and Keller 2006). 

Even though dormancy can only be triggered by shorter day length, cold acclimation of 

grapevine buds need to be continuously exposed to a lower temperature for fulling reaching 

winter hardiness (Fennell 2004; Ferguson et al. 2011). As temperatures drop to sub-freezing 

temperatures, which is steadily at and under -5℃, the grapevine buds become more cold tolerant 

and achieves maximum cold hardiness just before the coldest periods experienced mid-winter 

and maintains this stage until external temperatures begin to climb, typically at the end of winter 

in March (Keller 2010; Wolf and Cook 1994). Once temperatures start to increase at the end of 

winter, the buds have already completed all their requirements to break dormancy and will begin 

to deacclimate.  

During acclimation, besides the ability of improve cold resistance, the ability to process 

self-imposed dehydration where total water content decreases significantly in vines also 

improves (Xin and Browse 2000; Zabadal et al. 2007). 80% of total water content in the plant 

can drop to 50 % when winter is onset (Fennell 2004; Ferguson et al. 2011). Hormones change 

during acclimation as abscisic acid, which is a growth-inhibiting hormone, increases and 

replacing auxins and gibberellic acid, which are growth-promoting hormones, leading to growth 
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inhibition of the plant, leaf falling, and storage compounds move from less permanent organs 

like leaves to more permanent organs of the plant such as trunks and cordons (Keller 2010; 

Zhang, Mechlin, and Dami 2011). Various forms of carbohydrates change during acclimation. 

Starch degrades to sugars to stabilize and protect cell membranes (Fennell 2004; Keller 2010; 

Xin and Browse 2000). 

There are two mechanisms for the grapevine to tolerate freezing temperatures during 

acclimation. The first is outside cells from cane and trunk tissues can tolerate ice which result in 

cytoplasm desiccation inside the cells. The second is supercooling, which is the ability for cells 

to maintain the liquid at subfreezing temperature for preventing cold injury by buds (Keller 

2010). Cryoprotectants, such as fatty acids and sugars can improve the cell’s ability in buds to 

tolerate extracellular ice by avoiding water loss inside the cells and help cells to supercool by 

removing nucleation for preventing the formation of ice (Huntington et al. 2009; Keller 2010; 

Wolfe and Bryant 1999; Xin and Browse 2000). 

Responding to warmer temperatures in the second half of winter, grapevine buds begin to 

deacclimate prior to breaking dormancy. (Hamman et al. 1992; Lavee and May 1997). The 

process of deacclimation is more rapid than the process of acclimation. The physiological 

changes during the stage of deacclimation are the reciprocal of those associated with acclimation, 

which concentration of cryoprotectants decrease and concentration of starch increase, and total 

water content increases in the area where dehydration has happened before (Hamman et al. 1992; 

Keller 2010). 
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1.2.1.3. Methods for studying grapevine cold hardiness and freeze injury 

Historically, cold hardiness in grapevine has been studied mainly using three methods. The 

first method is to measure the survival rate of the buds (bud survival/mortality), the second 

method is to conduct an electrical conductivity test on the sample (Ahmad et al. 2016), and the 

third method is by using thermal analysis (TA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA). The way 

of measuring bud survival/mortality is also called the browning test, first used by Edgerton and 

Shaulis in 1953. Following a cold event, cane samples are taken and are adapted to room 

temperature for 24 hours to 72 hours. A razor is used to shave off primary buds on the cane and 

observe the tissue of buds. If the buds are green, buds will be alive; if the buds are brown, buds 

will be dead because of freeze damage (Fennell 2004; Mills et al. 2006; Wolf and Cook 1994; 

Zabadal et al. 2007). Extrusion Assay and Thermal Analysis measures cold hardiness of buds by 

the value of a low temperature exotherm (LTE).  LTE is a minor release of energy when the 

intracellular water of cells freeze which is lethal to the bud.  Subsequently, LTE50, the 

temperature at which 50% of buds die, can be calculated from the LTE data (Zabadal et al. 

2007). Electrolyte leakage (EL) estimates damage and durability of buds, which are exposed to 

low temperature and subsequently release a significant number of electrolytes when they are 

killed, and the leakage of these electrolytes into solution can be used to measure the conductivity 

(Jones, Paroschy, McKersie, et al. 1999; Karimi and Ershadi 2015). With the appearance of 

programmable freezers, thermal analysis (TA), including differential thermal analysis (DTA), 

has been developed and widely used to research cold hardiness of buds in grapevine (Badulescu 

and Ernst 2006; Hamman et al. 1992; Miller, Howell, and Striegler 1988a). TA measure the 
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amount of heat released by the bud when it dies, then the temperature of the freezer that caused 

bud death (Fennell 2004; Wolf and Cook 1994). Buds are cut from canes and put into a 

programmable freezer; then freezer lowers its temperature by 3-4 degrees Celsius per hour until 

it reaches a set minimum temperature to ensure that all the buds die inside (Mills et al. 2006; 

Wolf and Cook 1994). During this process, the heat release of buds is recorded by thermocouples 

(Fennell 2004; Hamman et al. 1992). Thermal analysis including differential thermal analysis 

can records the high-temperature exotherm (HTE), which is induced by freezing of extracellular 

water, and the low-temperature exotherm (LTE) causing by freezing of intracellular water. 

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) can record the temperature at the time of bud death by 

using an external reference unit and plots the information of sample LTE50 by drawing the graph 

(Burke et al. 1976). According to Wolf and Cook (1994), Thermal Analysis were emphasized as 

the correct methods to predict freezing tolerance accurately because the results by using those 

two methods showed that grapevine buds die at the same stage between -11 ℃ to -24 ℃ and 

agree with the result by using bud survival test (Wolf and Cook 1994). 

There are external factors that have been studied related to cold hardiness of grapevine such 

as weather conditions during the growing and dormant seasons (Willwerth et al. 2014). 

Viticulture impacts such as crop level, and timing of harvest have been demonstrated to 

influence cold hardiness in some cultivars (Willwerth et al. 2014) while others were not (Dami 

and Ennahli, 2013; Hamman, 1992). Vine health (Miller et al. 1988a; Sabbatini and Howell 

2013), soil and drainage (Ker, 2007), soil and water status (Jasinski, 2013), canopy management 

and training system (Howell and Shaulis 1980; Wolpert and Howell 1985) and photoperiod 
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(Fennell and Hoover 1991) have also been shown to impact cold hardiness. Internal factors 

influencing cold hardiness of grapevine has also been studied in the previous years, such as cold-

regulated (COR) protein (Janská et al. 2010), carbohydrates (Ahmad et al. 2016; Jones, 

Paroschy, Mckersie, et al. 1999), proline and water content in grapevine (Ahmad et al. 2016; Gao 

et al. 2014), abscisic acid (Bowen et al. 2016; Karimi and Ershadi 2015; Zhang et al. 2011), and 

potassium (Sarikhani et al. 2014). 

Different grapevine cultivars (Mills, Ferguson, & Keller, 2006), different rootstocks and 

different planting sites (Miller, Howell, and Striegler 1988) can cause cold hardiness variation. 

Twelve grapevine cultivars were studied by Ahmad et al. (2016). They found that buds in 

different cultivars showed different acclimation and deacclimation rates. Mills et al. (2006) 

studied cold hardiness between cultivars such as white wine grape cultivars Riesling, 

Chardonnay, Pinot gris and Viognier and red wine grape cultivars, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 

Malbec and Syrah. Cold hardiness differed between those cultivars, but all vines studied in this 

research are over 20 years old; it’s hard to ignore whether young vines would have differences 

from the values reported for the 20-year-old vines in their cold acclimation/deacclimation pattern 

and midwinter hardiness between cultivars (Mills, Ferguson, & Keller, 2006). In addition, Mills 

and Ferguson (2006) found that cold hardiness of Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and 

Riesling was different because of climatic differences among regions and seasons for the same 

variety or under the influence of temperature changes in other years. Still, the comparison of cold 

hardiness between those cultivars did not cause significant changes, compared with results in 
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previous studies (Hamman et al. 1996, Proebsting et al. 1980, Wample et al. 2001, Wolf and 

Cook 1994).  

The grapevine has different cold hardiness in various vine parts. Roots are the most cold 

sensitive and buds are less cold tolerant than canes whereas trunks are the most cold tolerant 

(Fennell 2004; Hamman et al. 1992). The cold tolerance of the primary bud is weaker than that 

of the secondary bud and the tertiary bud (Badulescu and Ernst 2006; Zabadal et al. 2007).  

Generally, the higher the bud position is on the cane, the weaker the cold hardiness is (Fennell 

2004; Stergios and Howell 1977). Due to buds' relatively weak cold hardiness, V. vinifera buds 

will start to die in winter at temperatures below -20℃, which affects fruit quality and yield 

(Mills et al. 2006; Wolf and Cook 1994). Without protection, not only the bud but also the cane 

and trunk may die, resulting in a significant decline in production and revenue (Fennell 2004; 

Ferguson et al. 2011; Mills et al. 2006; Zabadal et al. 2007). 

1.2.2. Clone, rootstock, and combination 

1.2.2.1. Influence on grapevine 

As grapevines are propagated asexually, a clone is a graft union cutting from an existing 

vine grafted onto the rootstock, and rootstock provides a root system for the grapevine (Keller 

2015). In the beginning, clonal vines were propagated for productivity and flavour of fruit, and 

quality in wine in Roman times. However, clonal selections in a systematized way only began in 

Germany in the late 19th century and France after the 1950s (Keller 2015). The beginning of 

rootstock usage derived from American Vitis species was due to the introduction and growing 
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phylloxera (Daktulosphaira vitifoliae) in Europe in the late 19th century which attacked the root 

system of native V. vinifera but American Vitis species were resistant to the impact, which saved 

Europe from grape growing extinction (Keller 2015; Pongracz 1983).  

For successful operation for grafting unions, cell division and bridge formation in vascular 

cambium is required between two grafting partners to establish a connection across the union for 

absorbing water and nutrient (Keller 2015). Therefore, it is essential to select suitable rootstock 

and clone combinations, the two grafting partners, to form vascular cambium (Köse, Çelik, and 

Karabulut 2015).  

For various clone x rootstock combinations, different growth patterns have evolved, 

displaying phenotypic patterns assumed to characterise the entire vine (Smart et al. 2006). This is 

the proof that physiological features are transmitted through the grafting union. Consequently, 

nurseries combine clones and rootstocks with desired traits to maximize their benefits (Keller 

2015). Clones are selected due to desired traits, such as high harvest yields (Reynolds et al, 

2004), high disease resistance (Giannini et al, 2016) and different colour or sizes of berries of the 

fruit clusters to name a few.  These clonal differences in physiology and biochemistry may 

ultimately lead to differences in the composition of the fruit, composition of seed and weight of 

harvest (Castagnoli et al, 2014). 

Rootstocks are selected due to better performance on nutrient uptake and transport (S. 

Kodur, J. M. Tisdall 2010; Tomasi et al. 2015) to overcome specific soil limitations caused by 

physical factors such as soil pH and high salt content, drought (Fisarakis, Chartzoulakis, and 

Stavrakas n.d.; Frioni et al. 2020; Nikolaou et al. 2021; Romero, Botía, and Navarro 2018; 
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Stevens et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2002) and resistance to soil-borne pests such as phylloxera and 

nematodes (Granett et al. 2005; Whiteman et al. 2007). Clonal traits can be influenced by 

rootstocks, such as the growth and yield of the grapevine and fruit composition (Nelson et al. 

2016; Reynolds et al. 2004). 

As more wine regions are selected for growing grapes (Reynolds et al. 2004), it becomes 

more important to select different clones and rootstocks depending on where the vines are 

cultivated to adapt to environmental stress and make the best profit. Research has shown that the 

results of clone x rootstock combinations are unique to the area where studies are conducted 

(Keller 2015). There were, for instance, similar results from two studies in different areas in 

California, assessing the growth, yield and fruit composition in the same Chardonnay clones 

(Salinas and Napa valleys) (Bettiga 2003, Wolpert et al. 1994), while the same selections in 

another wine region in South Australia showed contrasting yield and fruit results (Cirami 1993). 

However, Miller (1988) showed that the scion became hardier when grafted to the hardier 

rootstock than a similar scion grafted to a less hardy rootstock. Moreover, the same result was 

shown at a different experimental site, where scions grafted to two rootstocks that are very 

similar in hardiness are also very similar in hardiness (Miller et al. 1988). This suggests that the 

differences in grapevine cold hardiness between sites are not due to environmental variation but 

instead to clone and rootstock gene and phenology. In conclusion, whereas genetic and 

phenological variances are the primary causes of clone and rootstock combination variations, 

environmental factors may also play a role. Thus, clone and rootstock selection and 
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consideration of climatic conditions are important to consider for favorable grapevine growth 

and quality fruit production.  

1.2.2.2. Studies concerning clone and rootstock 

Clone. The selection of clones as scion material is based on unique traits for adaptation to 

the particular growth environment (Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006a; Mercado-Martín, 

Wolpert, and Smith 2006). In past studies, certain clones of a cultivar have been proven to resist 

the pressure from diseases, pests and environmental changes, affect the ripening time of grapes, 

affect the vigor of the vine and yield, and change the composition of the fruit (Anderson et al. 

2008; Bettiga 2003; Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006; Geffroy et al. 2015; Mercado-Martín, 

Wolpert, and Smith 2006; Murolo and Romanazzi 2014; Vail et al. 1998). 

Clonal selection has been shown to vary in response to diseases, such as Esca disease 

(Murolo and Romanazzi 2014), powdery mildew (Geffroy et al. 2015) and Botrytis bunch rot 

(Vail et al. 1998). Pool’s (1995) eight-year study of Pinot noir clones in the United States, in 

which "Mariafeld" clones showed superior resistance to botrytis bunch rot, was consistent with 

similar experiments in Germany (Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006). This indicates the 

phenotypic consistency of vine material under different environments. Meanwhile, this good 

disease resistance of "Mariafeld" is partly due to its loose cluster and fewer berries (Mcauley and 

Carmo Candolfi Vasconcelos 1998). A looser cluster can promote the circulation of air through 

clusters and reduce the susceptibility to disease. Studies prove that compact bunches are more 

easily affected by various diseases (Tello and Ibáñez 2018). According to those findings, clones 
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can differ in cluster compactness which also affect the disease resistance simultaneously; 

therefore, when evaluating the influence of clone on one specific factor, it is necessary to 

consider whether other factors also relate to this influence. 

Clones in many cultivars and regions have varying degrees of influence on yield (Barker 

2019; Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006a; Mercado-Martín et al. 2006; Reynolds et al. 2004; 

Vail et al. 1998), vine vigor (Anderson et al. 2008; Vail et al. 1998), timing of maturation 

(Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006; Mercado-Martín et al. 2006) and the composition of fruit 

(Bettiga 2003; Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006). Increasing yield is one of the most essential 

considerations in viticulture, but it can change the composition of the fruit, resulting in lower 

grape quality (Petrie and Clingeleffer 2006). Higher yields of vines tend to take longer for fruit 

to ripen, but in cool climate regions, the longer the ripening time, the more vulnerable the fruit is 

to weather-related damage. Excessive vine vigor usually leads to a reduced yield of the vine and 

poor fruit quality (Greer and Weedon 2013). As these factors interact and restrict each other, all 

these factors should be considered in selecting clones for planting and research. 

Rootstock. In comparison with clones, the genetic variability of rootstock is restricted 

despite the importance of the rootstock influence on grapevine production; 90 percent of 

grapevines are now only produced on ten different rootstocks (Keller 2015). Several Vitis 

species, including V. vinifera, V. berlandieri, V. labrusca, V. longii and V. rupestris, are the 

major rootstock cultivars of Vitis (This et al. 2006). Starting in the late 1800s, the rootstocks in 

wine-growing region were primarily utilized to prevent phylloxera (Daktulosphaira vitifoliae, 

Fitch, 1856) in the agricultural process (Keller 2015). Alongside resistance against phylloxera 
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and other soil-borne pests, including nematodes, disease resistance, such as Esca, is part of the 

benefits of rootstocks in cultivated grapevines (Granett et al. 2005; Murolo and Romanazzi 

2014). 

Nevertheless, since there is an increase in grape demand worldwide, the selection of 

rootstock is no longer limited to pest and disease control.  Rootstock selection is increasingly 

concerned with meeting the needs of viticulture techniques and adapting to environmental stress 

caused by climate change (Bornice, Ferroni, and Scalabrelli 2013). First, the rootstock studies on 

its nutrient uptake and drought and salt resistance ability have been significant from the past until 

now as rootstock is the part of the grapevine that is in direct contact with the soil. Rootstock has 

been proven to influence the absorption of nitrogen, a vital nutrient in viticulture and a 

component of amino acids and proteins within the plant (Tomasi et al. 2015). Marco et al. 2019, 

found that the nutrient absorption rates of "Venus" grapes were different according to the 

selection of different rootstock and the order of absorption rates of macronutrients including K, 

N, Ca, P, Mg, S, Mn, Fe, Zn, B, Cu had some differences between rootstocks (Antonio Tecchio 

et al. 2019). S. Kodur (2010) found that root-traits and root pressure have a favorable effect on K 

accumulation in Shiraz grapevines grafted to a variety of rootstocks, whereas the shoot/roots dry 

weight and transpiration have a little effect, indicating the relevance of root-based 

factors/mechanisms in K accumulation (S. Kodur, J. M. Tisdall 2010). These results demonstrate 

the importance of selecting rootstock for nutrient absorption. Among the studies on drought 

resistance and salt resistance, many studies have proven the importance of rootstock selection in 

those environmental conditions by measuring the growth conditions of different rootstock and 
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clone combinations at different concentrations of salinity (Fisarakis et al. 2004; Hanin et al. 

2011; Keller 2010; Nikolaou et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2002) and studying the effects of changing 

irrigation level on leaf gas exchange, growth and yield (Frioni et al. 2020; Koundouras et al. 

2008; Nelson et al. 2016; Romero et al. 2018; Stevens et al. 2008). Those studies provide 

guidance for rootstock selection in different types of salinity and drought conditions.  

Second, the effect of rootstock on the scion or “upper” part of the grapevine has also been 

studied extensively, including its effect on berry ripening time (Wang et al. 2019), its effect on 

vine pruning weight (Jogaiah, Maske, and Upadhyay 2014; Sabbatini and Howell 2013; Wang et 

al. 2019), and fruit composition (Keller 2015; Reynolds and Wardle 2001a; Sabbatini et al. 

2015). However, these are not necessarily direct effects. Rootstock may affect the growth of 

grapevines by regulating the availability of carbon transport (Cookson and Ollat 2013). The 

influence of rootstock on pruning weight is also related to soil water supply, acidity and nitrogen 

and potassium levels (Anon 1983; Koundouras et al. 2009). An influence of rootstock on fruit 

composition is by increasing the efficiency of nutrient use in the vine such as potassium (Wang 

et al. 2019). The kind of soil also impacts the effect of rootstocks on the production of wine. 

Merlot yield on 110R and 101-14 rootstock only differed on shale soil compared to granite soil 

(Wooldridge and Olivier 2014). In general, because of the complex interactions between 

rootstocks, soil and climatic circumstance, every rootstock should be assessed for a specific 

variety in a particular area. 
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1.2.2.3. Relation between combination and cold hardiness 

Differences in cold hardiness among cultivars have been studied for many years. Cold 

hardiness of cultivars developed by crossing European to American grapevines has been studied 

by Cindric and Korac (1990). They found that cultivars from Western Europe had high resistance 

to low temperature and cultivars from Southern Europe were sensitive to low temperature. They 

also found that the Euro-American hybrids had a high resistance to damage from cold 

temperatures in winter, which indicated that combining these two inheritance traits could 

improve low temperature resistance (Cindric and Korac 1990). Cold hardiness of Concord, 

White Riesling and Cabernet Sauvignon were also studied during the 1988 dormant season by 

Pool, Reisch, and Welser (1990). They found that those three cultivars had different rates in their 

cold hardiness response, where Cabernet Sauvignon started to acclimate and reach maximum 

hardiness later than Concord and White Riesling did. Deacclimation of Concord and White 

Riesling were slower than that found for Concord  (Pool et al. 1990). Ferguson et al. (2011) 

studied the cold hardiness of three grape cultivars Cabernet Sauvignon (V. vinifera), Chardonnay 

(V. vinifera) and Concord (V. labruscana). They found that Cabernet Sauvignon was the least 

hardy compared to the other two cultivars. Concord exhibited the best mid-winter hardiness, but 

the fastest deacclimation rate, resulting in significant hardiness loss in the spring (Ferguson et al. 

2011). Dami, Li, and Zhang (2016) evaluated the bud freezing tolerance of twenty-three 

grapevine cultivars in the Eastern United States. The least cold-sensitive cultivar is Gamay noir, 

and the most cold-sensitive cultivar is Barbera. Cabernet franc was more cold-sensitive than 

Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, Sauvignon blanc and seven other  cultivars (Dami, Li, and 
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Zhang 2016). Ahmad et al. (2016) has studied cold hardiness of twelve different cultivars from 

14-year-old own-rooted vines. They classified cultivars as hardy, moderately hardy and least 

hardy by the LTE50 in January 2012. They also confirmed that cultivars didn’t show the same 

rate of acclimation and deacclimation. 

As noted above, most cold hardiness research has focused on the grape cultivars but 

variations of cold hardiness due to the clone-rootstock combination have been rarely explored. 

Only clones of Riesling and Sauvignon blanc (Hébert-Haché et al. 2021), and Pinot noir (Pool et 

al. 1990) have been studied in cold hardiness. Rootstock of 3309 in Riesling showed influence 

on cold hardiness (Miller et al. 1988a) and rootstock of SO4 and Riparia Gloire showed some 

influence on cold hardiness (Hébert-Haché et al. 2021).  

Even though clone and rootstock combinations are not traditionally studied for cold 

hardiness, different phenotypes and physiological processes caused by clone and rootstock can 

potentially influence the cold hardiness of grapevine. Rootstocks have been believed to impact 

the cold hardness of scions as they may alleviate numerous plant stressors. Several physiological 

processes which relate to cold hardiness, such as the availability of carbohydrates in buds (Cox et 

al. 2012), water and nutrients uptake (Fisarakis et al. 2004) and the production of hormones as 

abscisic acid (Blank et al. 2018), are facilitated by a root system. The rootstock also affects the 

sizes of berry and crop load (Reynolds and Wardle 2001), which is expected to diminish cold 

hardiness by increasing the number of canes to reduce cold hardiness during acclimation (Miller 

et al. 1988).  
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The results between crop load and cold hardness have different reported results from 

different studies: No relation between crop load and cold hardiness (Dami et al. 2013) and a 

negative relation between overcropping and cold hardness (Dami et al. 2015) were observed. 

Rootstock alone was shown to cause a modest decrease in cold hardness when Riesling was 

grafted on to 3309 rootstock in some years, with fewer nodes (Miller et al. 1988). Differences in 

pruning weight (Jogaiah, Maske, and Upadhyay 2014; Sabbatini and Howell 2013; Wang et al. 

2019), yield component (Barker 2019; Castagnoli and Vasconcelos 2006a; Mercado-Martín et al. 

2006; Reynolds et al. 2004; Vail et al. 1998) and timing of maturation (Castagnoli and 

Vasconcelos 2006; Mercado-Martín et al. 2006) caused by clone selection have potential 

influence on cold hardiness. Clone and rootstock selections have been revealed to have a 

significant effect on vigor (Anderson et al. 2008; Reynolds and Wardle 2001b; Vail et al. 1998), 

which also can influence cold hardiness in grapevines (Howell and Perry 1990). 

 

1.2.3. Cold-regulated (COR) proteins 

1.2.3.1. Importance of COR proteins 

The production of particular proteins that increase in response to cold stress are associated 

with improved cold tolerance or partially attributed to improved cold tolerance (Artlip, 

Wisniewski, and Norelli 2014; Chen et al. 2011; Huntington et al. 2009; Vítámvás et al. 2010a; 

Xiao et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2012). Cold-regulated (COR) or COR-like proteins have been 

studied in plants at low temperatures (Thomashow 1998; Thomashow et al. 1997) and have been 
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demonstrated to increase in different plant species, such as Prunus persica (Wisniewski, Webb, 

Balsamo, Timothy J. Close, et al. 1999), Vitis labrusca (Salzman et al. 1996), and Solanum spp 

(Rorat et al. 2006) during cold acclimation under cold stress (Huntington et al. 2009). COR 

proteins, which are widely conserved in higher plants (Campbell et al. 2016; Vaccinium et al. 

2018), may have properties that help protect cells against dehydration, such as membrane 

stability (Lin and Thomashow 1992), anti-freeze (Wisniewski, Webb, Balsamo, Timothy J Close, 

et al. 1999), and anti-coagulation abilities (Hon et al. 1994). 

The expressions of COR proteins vary between tissues in the same plant. Xiao et al. (2006) 

discovered that dehydrin transcripts, encoding a type of COR protein, showed lower 

concentrations in the leaves than in buds and seeds in Vitis riparia and Vitis vinifera. And 

according to Wisniewski et al. (2006), PCA60, a dehydrin protein, was discovered in the bark of 

Prunus persica but not in the leaves. Depending on regulating factors, the expression of COR 

proteins can vary (Artlip, Wisniewski, and Norelli 2014; Wisniewski et al. 1999). Xiao et al. 

(2006) have discovered four transcription factors: C-repeat binding factors (CBF) 1, 2, 3, and 4, 

in the stem tissues, leaves and buds of Vitis riparia and V. vinifera. Those four transcription 

factors associated with the expression of the COR genes could enhance tolerance for cold stress 

(Thomashow et al. 1997; Xiao et al. 2008). Expression of CBF1, 2, and 3 was triggered after 

varying periods of low-temperature exposure, and the manifestation of CBF4 was expressed for a 

more extended period in mature grape tissues, whereas the expression of endogenous CBF genes 

was weak at room temperature and increased when exposed to cold temperatures (4 ℃), first for 

CBF1, then for CBF2, and finally for CBF3 about 2 days later (Xiao et al. 2006, 2008).  
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Figure 1. The pathway of CBF responding to low temperature. ICE1 (inducer of CBF expression) is triggered by low 

temperature. CBF3 is triggered by ICE1 and then promoted COR gene accumulation. CBF2 is down-regulation of CBF1 and 

CBF3. The accumulation of COR proteins improves cold tolerance. 

1.2.3.2. Importance of dehydrins  

Plants have evolved many ways to cope with environmental stress, which inhibit plant 

development and crop yield. The accumulation of a group of hydrophilic proteins, late 

embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins, responds to this stress. LEA proteins were first found 

to fluctuate in protein and mRNA populations during the development of cotton cotyledons and 

accumulate during the late development stage of seeds (Dure et al. 1989; Dure and Galau 1981). 

Previous studies have shown that LEA proteins can protect plant cells during dehydration and 

freezing by stabilizing structures of membranes and proteins, even though the mechanism for this 

protection is unknown (Battaglia et al. 2008; Graether and Boddington 2014; Yang et al. 2015). 
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Dehydrins belong to the group 2 LEA proteins, which belong to one of four groups of COR 

proteins (Close 1996; Thomashow et al. 1997). They are reported to respond to water deficit, 

cold temperature, salinity, and drought conditions (Dure and Galau 1981; Liu et al. 2016). 

Dehydrin proteins were isolated in a wide range of plants such as grape buds (Salzman et al. 

1996), gentians (Imamura et al, 2013), spruce (Kjellsen et al. 2013) and blueberry (Arora et al. 

2004; Vaccinium et al. 2018) under different types of abiotic stresses.  

The molecular weight of dehydrins range from 9 to 200 kD (Close 1996). They contain 1-11 

K-domains which are lysine-rich amino acid (aa) sequences (EKK sequence 

EKKGIMDKIKEKLPG). This sequence can combine with various cell components (Close 

1996) and may stabilize proteins and prevent them from aggregation under environmental stress 

conditions (Hanin et al. 2011; Hartl, Hlodan, and Langer 1994). Dehydrins could also contain 

other conserved motifs: the Y-segment [consensus (V/T)D(E/Q) YGNP] near the the N-terminus 

of dehydrins (Close 1996); the S-segment [LHRSGS4–10(E/D)3] in some dehydrins is also near 

the amino terminus and is thought to stimulate dehydrins interaction (Close 1996).  

Although the in vivo protective mechanism remains unknown, studies of dehydrins show a 

significant body of genetic and protein evidence indicating that dehydrins are important in stress 

responses and could be used as a molecular marker for plant stress tolerance (Hanin et al. 2011). 

Nylander et al. (2001) used Western blotting to define a group of five Arabidopsis dehydrins, 

finding that three dehydrins were elevated in response to cold, one was increased only by ABA 

treatment, and the fifth dehydrin was upregulated by treatment of cold temperature, ABA and 

salinity (Nylander et al. 2001). Vítámvás et al. (2010) could discriminate different freeze-tolerant 
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winter wheats in 20 cultivars using the concentration of the WCS120 protein under the treatment 

of 17°C or 9°C.  This study indicated that the degree of WCS120 accumulation in wheat plants 

grown at mild low temperatures (17–9°C) could be used to estimate plant survival in winter 

(Vítámvás et al. 2010). Xiao et al. (2006) found that cold increased the accumulation of both 

DHN1a and DHN1b transcripts in V. vinifera buds under the treatment of 4 °C for up to 48 

hours. Yang et al. (2012) identified three more DHNs, which are DHN2, DHN3, and DHN4, in 

the V. vinifera DHN gene family with only DHN1a and DHN2 induced under cold treatment in 

their study (Yang et al. 2012). Correlations between drought tolerance and dehydrins and 

between drought tolerance and dehydrin transcripts were also found in studies dealing with 

drought stress (Park et al. 2006; Pelah et al. 1997).  

In addition, dehydrins is also crucial in the plant development. Xie, C., Zhang, (2012) found 

that some dehydrins present in the vegetative tissues when plants are at a growing stage. They 

found that Y2K4-type dehydrin MtCAS31 could cooperate with AtICE1 (an inducer of CBF 

expression 1) for stomatal development in Medicago truncatula. 

1.2.4. Conclusion 

The wine industries in Ontario and the rest of Canada are in cool-climate regions. 

Grapevines growing in these areas can be damaged by extreme cold temperatures in winter and 

frosts from early spring and late autumn, which can cause significant economic loss in wine 

production. The study of cold hardiness in grapevine can help gain a deeper understanding for 

grapevine performance in cold winters in order to guide grapevine selection and possibly 

improve the cold hardiness response of grapevine to reduce economic loss in wine industries. 
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Even though cold hardiness has been studied among different grapevine cultivars, few studies 

have focused on the impact that the clone and rootstock combination have on cold hardiness and 

how that interaction could potentially improve cold hardiness. Therefore, this study focused on 

different clone and rootstock interactions in Cabernet franc and their effects on cold hardiness to 

fill this gap. As dehydrins have been proven to correlate with cold stress responses in previous 

research, this study also evaluated the change of dehydrins in grapevine buds during the dormant 

season in Cabernet franc to determine if there is a relationship between dehydrins and cold 

hardiness and if dehydrins may contribute to the mechanism of cold hardiness between different 

clone and rootstock combinations in grapevine. 

Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Site Selection 

2.1.1. Overview 

As one of Ontario's largest wine-producing regions, the Niagara Peninsula has many 

vineyards within the wine-growing areas and a commercial site was identified to use for the 

research trials to examine clone and rootstock effects.  The research site was planted to Cabernet 

franc vines with different clone and rootstock combinations and located in the VQAO Beamville 

Bench sub-appellation of the Niagara Peninsula designated viticultural area (VQAO BB 2020). 

The Beamsville Bench is a narrow plateau sloping of high ground that rises to the west at a 

moderate slope called Bell Terrace, on which many vineyards are located. This terrain has many 

advantages (VQAO BB 2020). The combination of high altitude and Lake Ontario wind 
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circulation allows a constant air flow, cool in summer and breezy in winter (VQAO BB 2020). 

The soil, which the Niagara Escarpment has eroded, is a mixture of gravel, clay, and rock that 

provides many of the minerals in Beamsville Bench wines and contains good drainage (VQAO 

BB 2020). Furthermore, some streams surrounding the Bench also provide water for the vineyard 

(VQAO BB 2020). In conclusion, Beamsville Bench's excellent drainage and mineral-rich soil, 

gentle breezes from the cliffs and water from the streams provide an ideal environment for 

grapes to grow in (VQAO BB 2020). In this region, environmental factors including temperature, 

precipitation, soil conditions and light exposure time and intensity are basically consistent 

(VQAO BB 2020).  

2.1.2. Experimental design for clone and rootstock trials 

A Cabernet franc vineyard planted in 2014 and located in the Beamsville Bench was used 

for the study. Four different clone and rootstock combinations of Cabernet franc were chosen for 

two years study. Those four combinations include two clones and three rootstocks which are the 

most widely planted ones in the Niagara Peninsula and were the only ones planted at the 

experimental site at the time of study. Two clones 327 and 214 are grafted on three rootstocks 

101-14, 3309 and Riparia gloire, which are 214/101-14, 327/101-14, 327/3309 and 327/Riparia. 

To study clone and rootstock effect on grapevine separately, those four combinations are set to 

two groups as shown in Figure 2.1.  For each combination, six experimental units (blocks) were 

randomly selected within the vineyard block for the repetition. A total of 10 vines were in each 

block, among which 6 vines were randomly selected as samples. Therefore, a total of 36 vines 

were randomly selected as experimental vines.  Within each block, 3 vines were used for cold 
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hardiness and dehydrin measurements and the other 3 vines were used for other vine 

performance indices and 

fruit composition (Figure 2.2.).  

Daily growing degree days (GDD) were calculated by subtracting 10℃ from the average 

daily temperature in ℃. 

 

Figure 2.1. Two groups of Cabernet franc combinations measured for study. 

 
Figure 2.2. 4 combinations of Cabernet franc trial measurements for cold hardiness. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Vine performance  

Grapevine growing data collected through grapevine growth stages, including bud break, 

flowering, and véraison, was measured over two growing seasons. Vine performance indicators 

such as yield components including vine yield, cluster number, cluster weight, berry weight, 

were collected yearly. Winter-injury data were measured to assess winter survival in addition to 

cold hardiness assessments. All viticulture data were analyzed by ANOVA (analysis of 

variance), including Tukey’s post-hoc tests in XLSTAT (Addinsoft 2021. New York, USA). 

Vine phenology. Budbreak was identified when leaf tips are visible on the bud. The results of 

budbreak were collected by the date which approximately 50% bud are broken. The percentage 

of budbreak of each vine is record by percent of buds broken from the total number of buds on 

each vine. 

Flowering. Flowering was determined when 50% of the caps had fallen off. The percentage of 

flowering of each vine was recorded by grouping cap fall on each vine into one of 5 levels:  0%, 

30%, 50%, 80% or 100%. The result is reported as an average percent cap fall for each block on 

a date where approximately 50% cap fall was observed for the 4 clone and rootstock 

combinations. 

Veraison. Veraison is the onset of colouring in berries and was recorded when the percentage of 

veraison reached approximately 50%. The percentage of veraison of each vine was recorded by 

grouping veraison on each vine into one of 5 levels, 0%, 30%, 50%, 80% or 100%. The results 
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are reported as the percentage average of veraison of each vine from 6 blocks for each 

combination. 

Resistance to environmental pressures. Bud survival was used to identify how many buds 

survived winter injury. 10 canes were cut from each of the four combinations and 10 buds from 

each cane at the same position of each cane were recorded as to whether they survived or not 

based on visual inspection of the bud tissue of the primary bud. The results are reported as the 

average of 100 buds’ survival data per combination.  

Yield components. Yield components were measured over a 2-year period. Cluster numbers were 

recorded by all cluster counts/vine at harvest and reported by the average of whole clusters 

number from all 6 blocks for each combination. Yield is weighted by total clusters cut from each 

vine. And cluster weight, which is the average weight per cluster in each vine, is calculated by 

yield divided by cluster number. Pruning weight is recorded by total canes cut from each taped 

vine and expressed as the average of cane weight from 6 blocks of taped vines. Berry weight, 

which is measured by 100 fruit berries collected per experimental vine, is reported as the average 

of 100 fruit berries from 6 blocks for each combination. 

 

2.2.2. Fruit composition 

100-berry samples were taken from experimental vines to determine fruit composition at 

Brock University. All berry samples were kept at -40℃ and were recounted when they were 

analyzed. Every 100-berry sample was weighed using a scale (Model MS1602S, Mettler Toledo, 

Canada) and then heated for 40 minutes in the VWR 89032-220 Digital Water Bath at 80℃. 
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After heating samples and cooling to room temperature, samples were juiced using a high-speed 

centrifugal juicer (Model J9000, Omega Juicer, USA). After juicing, samples were centrifuged 

for 10 min at 3500 rpm in Thermo. Scientific CL2 centrifuge, then 60 mL of the juice was 

collected for each sample to ensure that enough juice volume was available for measurements of 

soluble solids (°Brix), pH and TA. Soluble solids (°Brix) were measured by a refractometer 

(Model RM50, Mettler Toledo, Belgium). pH and TA were measured by an auto-titrator (Model 

T5, Mettler Toledo, Belgium) and calculated by LabX Titrator software (Mettler Todelo, 

Canada). 

One-way ANOVA and Turkey’s post-hoc tests using XLSTAT (Addinsoft 2021. New 

York, USA) were applied to analyze the variance of fruit composition between two clones and 

three rootstocks. 

 

2.2.3. Cold hardiness 

Bud lethal temperatures caused by intracellular water freezing release a small amount of 

energy called a Low Temperature Exotherms (LTE). LTEs are used to determine cold hardiness. 

LTE50 is the temperature where there is 50% bud mortality and was used to determine cold 

hardiness using differential thermal analysis (DTA). For DTA, 2 canes were collected monthly 

per experimental vine allocated for hardiness measurements during the dormant period from 

October to April. Buds were excised at the basal node positions three to seven from each cane 

sampled.  Five buds were excised from each cane and placed in each well of the peltier plate.  

Every tray for DTA contained 9 wells which contained a thermoelectric module (Peltier plate). 
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(Figure 2.3.).  Trays were put in a programmable freezer. (Tenney T2C, SPX Thermal Product 

Solutions). The freezer temperature was decreased from 4°C to -40°C (Mills et al. 2006) at a rate 

of 4°C/hr. Temperature changes were converted to a voltage change in the Peltier plates.   

Ultimately, software (BudProcesser) designed by Block University Technical Services was used 

for transferring voltage change to freezer temperatures, where the graphic output recognizes the 

LTE to align with its corresponding temperature. LTE50 is calculated by median of the LTE 

data. The comparison between combinations, clones and rootstocks were calculated by ANOVA 

(analysis of variance) in XLSTAT (Addinsoft 2021. New York, USA). 

 
Figure 2.3. Tray with wells containing Peltier plates and thermistor used for Differential Thermal Analysis measurements.  

Photo depicts the tray with 9 wells where five buds are placed in each well. 

2.2.4. Dehydrins development 

Protein extraction. Proteins were extracted from grapevine bud material using the following 

method developed by fellow PhD graduate student Andreanne Hébert-Haché . There were three 

replicate bud samples for each combination of clone and rootstock, where buds were cut from 
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block 1 and block 2 as first replicate, block 3 and block 4 as second replicate, block 5 and block 

6 as third replicate. 5 buds were cut per cane and a total of 30 buds were wrapped in aluminium 

foil for each replicate. Samples were placed in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80℃. After 48 

hours, samples were freeze dried, and ground to a powder separately with a freezer mill (Model 

6775, SPEX SamplePrep, USA), where the freezer mill process was at least 7 cycles of 0.5 

minutes at speed 12. The powder was labelled and stored in a -20℃ freezer until it was ready to 

be extracted for protein. For protein extraction from the powder, borate buffer of pH 9.0 was 

prepared (50 mM sodium pentaborate (381.37 g/mol) and 50mM ascorbic acid (176.13 g/mol)). 

9.900 mL buffer was mixed with 100 uL β-mercaptoethanol and one protease inhibitor pill 

(Pierce Protease Inhibitor Mini Tablets, EDTA-Free, Thermo Scientific, USA) was added. After 

the pill was allowed to dissolve for 30 minutes, 50 mg of PVPP was added to 500 uL borate 

buffer into a 1.5 ml tube and let sit for 1 hr on ice. This was mixed completely with 100 mg bud 

powder and an additional 500 uL of borate buffer was added for a total volume of 1 ml in each 

tube. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm at 4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant was 

filtered by using a 3 mL syringe and 0.22 um PES membrane filter. 300 μL protein extract 

solution was mixed with 200 μL water and 500 μL 20% TCA solution added to 1.5 mL 

Eppendorf tubes. After incubating samples on ice for 30 minutes, they were centrifuged at 13000 

rpm at 4°C for 15 minutes and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The supernatant was removed 

and discarded, and the sediment was rinsed with 150 μL ice-cold acetone and discarded 

immediately to remove the extra TCA. Each tube was then mixed with 300 μL of cold acetone 

with sediment. Samples were centrifuged again at 13000 rpm at 4°C for 5 minutes, the 
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supernatant was removed and the sediment was dried. The sediment was dissolved in 60 μL of 

borate buffer, which was the final protein extract solution for the dehydrin analysis. The protein 

concentration was calculated for each protein extract solution using a standard protein curve 

using BSA as the protein standard. Standard curves were determined using a microplate reader 

(Model M2, SpectraMax, USA). The protein extract was mixed at a ratio of 3:1 with 4x sample 

buffer with β-mercaptoethanol and protein samples were frozen at -4 ℃ until ready to use. 

Protein separation by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Protein concentration was adjusted 

with 1x sample buffer to obtain a concentration of 0.75 μg/μL for a total of 25μL volume. A 12% 

Resolving gel and 5% Stacking gel (Table 2.1.) were made for the BioRad MiniProtean Tetra 

cell and the gel was allowed to set. All protein samples from grape bud samples and corn were 

boiled at 95°C for 5 minutes prior to being used for analysis. After samples reached room 

temperature, they were centrifuged in a microcentrifuge in 1.5 mL eppendorff tubes using pulse 

mode until no liquid remained on the side of the tubes. Each gel contained 5 uL of a protein 

ladder (Precision Plus Protein™ WesternC™ Blotting Standards, BIO-RAD, USA) to determine 

band size , 5 uL of a corn sample as a positive control for dehydrin and 20 uL of each sample 

such that each sample contained 15 μg of protein/well. Samples of the same clone x rootstock 

combination collected from each sampling date during each dormant season were loaded in one 

gel. Each gel was run using the PowerPac™ Basic power supply (BIO-RAD, USA) at 150 V for 

65 minutes.  
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Table 2.1. Recipes for the 12% resolving gel and 5% stacking gels 

 

 

Table 2.2. Recipe of transfer buffer 

 

 

For each clone x rootstock combination, three-gel replicates were run for samples of block 1 and 

2, block 3 and 4, block 5 and 6 (Table 2.3.).  

Transfer of proteins from gel to membrane for Western Blot. Filter paper and membranes 

(nitrocellulose, 0.2μm） were cut to fit the size of the gels and were soaked in cold transfer 

buffer (Table 2.2.), for 15 minutes prior to assembling the western blot transfer apparatus. The 

BioRad Mini-PROTEAM Tetra cell assembly was used with the icepack insert for the fast 

transfer of proteins from the gel to the membrane following the manufacturer’s instructions. The 

transfer was powered by the PowerPac™ Basic power supply (BIO-RAD, USA) for 150 minutes 

at 300 mA at 4°C room. 

Total protein stain and blocking. To determine the total protein content transferred to the 

membrane, the membrane was first rinsed with distilled water and stained with ponceau stain 
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(Biotium, USA) for 15 minutes. The membrane was then washed with distilled water until the 

background was white but the bands were still red. The membrane was imaged using the 

ChemiDoc MP Imaging system (BIO-RAD, USA) with ponceau S blot option on the imager 

with rapid-autoexposure. Prior to blotting the membrane with antibody to visualize the dehydrin 

bands, the membrane was blocked with 10 mL of blocking buffer (5% milk powder in 1X TBS 

buffer (2.4 g Tris and 8.8 g NaCl in 900 mL of ddH2O and adjust the pH to 7.6 with HCL to final 

volume 1L.)). The membrane was rocked back and forth in the blocking buffer for 1hr using 

Hoefer Red Rotor rocker at room temperature and then rinsed three times for 5 minutes with 

TBST buffer (add 100 mL of 10X TBS and 1 mL Tween® 20 detergent to 900 mL of ddH2O). 

Western blot with antibody incubation. 5uL of the primary antibody (Precision Protein™ 

StrepTactin-HRP Conjugate, Bio-rad, USA) was added to 10 mL of primary antibody buffer (5% 

milk in TBST buffer) and the membrane was incubated in the mixture for for 14 hrs in a plastic 

container with rocking at 4°C room. The membrane was then rinsed 3 times for 5 minutes each 

with TBST buffer. The secondary antibody (3.3 uL of Goat anti-rabbit igG (H+L)-HRP 

Conjugate) was then added along with the visualization reagent (1 μL of Precision Protein 

StrepTactin-HRP Conjugate (5000x)) to the membrane bathed in 10 mL of 5% milk in TBST 

buffer. and rocked for 1hr at room temperature by Gallenkamp Environmental Shaker 

(10X400，GALLENKAMP, UK). The membrane was then rinsed 3 times for 5 minutes with 

TBST buffer before being imaged. 
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Chemiluminescence imaging. The 250uL clarity western peroxide reagent and 250uL clarity 

western luminol/enhancer reagent (Clarity™ Western ECL Substrate, Bio-rad, USA) were added 

to the membrane ensuring the clarity reagent touched both sides of the membranes. The 

membrane was then incubated facing light for 5 minutes. The membrane was then imaged using 

the ChemiDoc MP Imaging system (BIO-RAD, USA) with the chemiluminescence blot function 

without saturation.  

 

Table 2.3. Sample gel layout for dehydrin protein assessment via Western Blot during sampling times in 2018 and 2019 dormant 

season. The clone rootstock combination of 214/101-14 in 2018 dormant season is used as an example: loading shown as follow 

in 3 gels (repeat 3 times including block 1,2,3) 

 

Scanned band intensity from the Western blots for dehydrin were then used to determine if 

different clones, rootstocks, and their combinations resulted in different dehydrin levels using 

XLSTAT (Addinsoft 2021. New York, USA). In addition, the relationship between cold 

hardiness and dehydrin changes during the acclimation, maximum hardiness and deacclimation 

of grapevine buds were compared among the different clone x rootstock combinations. 

2.2.5 Relation between cold hardiness and dehydrins 

Protein extraction and band intensity detection were followed by the methodology in chapter 

2.2.4. In this section, the dehydrin band intensity at a given date was compared among the 

different clone x rootstock combinations and compared to the cold hardiness measured on that 
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date. All samples were analyzed in triplicate as outlined in section 2.2.4. An example of gel 

loading for a given date is provide in Table 2.4. Lane 1 to lane 14 were loaded as follows: 

protein ladder, corn sample for positive dehydrin control, 3 replicate samples of combination 

214/101-14, 3 replicate samples of combination 327/101-14, 3 replicate samples of combination 

327/3309 and 3 replicate samples of combination 327/Riparia collected at the same sampling 

time. 

Statistical analysis carried out by XLSTAT (Addinsoft 2021. New York, USA) was used to 

determine the correlation between dehydrins and cold hardiness and dehydrins differences 

between clones, rootstocks, and combinations by one-way ANOVA. 

Table 2.4. Comparing dehydrin proteins amount between four combinations at a given sampling time. An example of one one 

sampling time is presented (23/20/2018) for the four different clone x rootstock combindations 

 

                                       

Chapter 3. Cold hardiness and Vine performance  

In this chapter, assistance was provided by Stephanie Bilek and Alex Gunn for collecting cane 

samples in the field and processing those samples to isolate grapevine buds for DTA 

measurements and phenology measurements throughout the growing season. All LTE 

measurements for all buds were determined by Linxue Zhang with all fruit analysis. All data 

analysis, graphing and statistical analysis was performed by Linxue Zhang.   
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3.1. Results  

3.1.1 Weather conditions 

Weather data was gathered over the 2 years of the study through regional weather stations 

(WeatherINnovations Inc.) located within 1km to the research site.  The rainfall from May 1 to 

September 31 in 2018 was 314mm, and the rainfall in 2019 from May 1 to September 31 was 

402.6mm. The rainfall in 2019 was more significant than that in 2018 and was relatively evenly 

distributed in each month (Figure 3.1.). In 2018 there were dry periods without rainfall from June 

6 to June 16 and from July 6 to July 21, but a significant rain event with maximum rainfall of 

42.6mm occurred on July 22. From May to September in 2018, there were 31 days with 

temperatures above 30 °C, 17 of which were in June and July. Between May and September in 

2019, there are only 15 days with temperatures above 30 °C, of which nine days were in June 

and July. In 2018, a total of 1259 GDD accumulated between April 1 and October 31, which is 

higher than 1402 GDD accumulated from April 1 and October 31 in 2019.  

 
Figure 3.1. Average temperature and daily rainfall from 1 May to 30 Sept on the two growing seasons in 2018 (left) and 2019 

(right). 

The temperature patterns were also different in the two dormant seasons (Figure 3.2.). In the 

2018 dormant season, a minimum temperature of -22.1℃ was recorded on January 31, 2019. 
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There were 30 days of minimum temperature below -10℃ during the 2018 dormant season with 

only one day on November 22, 2018, and the others on January 14, 2019, to March 8, 2019. 

Temperature fluctuation was measured in Figure 3.1.1. A large fluctuation in temperature 

happened between January 1, 2019, and February 5, 2019, with the minimum temperature lower 

than -20℃ for four days. The minimum temperature on January 22, 2019 was -20.6℃ whereas 

the minimum temperature on January 23, 2019 increased to 0.7℃ and then dropped rapidly to   

-22.1℃ on January 31, 2019. In the 2019, -16℃ was the minimum temperature reached on 

February 14, 2020. Only 13 days had minimum temperatures below -10℃. Even though the 

2019 dormant season was warmer than the 2018 dormant season, temperature fluctuations were 

recorded more frequently from November 2019 to February 2020. 

       

Figure 3.2. Maximum and minimum temperature from Oct 1st to April 30th for two dormant seasons 2018/19 (left),  

2019/20 (right) 

3.1.2 Vine performance  

3.1.2.1 Clone trial using rootstock 101-14 

Phenological Stages. Clone had a minor impact on the different stages of phenology. Only in 

2020, timing of budbreak and veraison differed between clones 214 and 327 (Table 3.1.). Clone 

327 was significantly earlier on budbreak (43%) than clone 214 (34%) on 22 May 2020, but 
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clone 214 was significantly earlier on veraison (64%) than clone 327 (58%) on 24 August 2020. 

In 2019, budbreak and flowering of clone 214 were earlier than clone 327, which were at 64% 

budbreak for clone 214 and 58% budbreak for clone 327 on 17 May 2019, and 76% flowering 

for clone 214, and 75% flowering for clone 327 on 2 July 2019. Budbreak of both clones in 2020 

was later than 2019. On 17 May 2019, Clone 214 was at 64%, clone 327 was at 58% of 

budbreak, but on 22 May 2020, Clone 214 only had 34% budbreak, and clone 327 was at 43% of 

budbreak. 

Yield components and environment resistance. Cluster number, cluster weight, berry weight, 

yield, pruning weight and and vine balance expressed by crop load (Ravaz Index, RI) have been 

compared between two clones 214 and 327 in 2019 and 2020 (Table 3.1.). Clones caused 

significant differences on yield (P value=0.001) and berry weight (P value=0.002) in 2019. 

Cluster number of clone 214 (24) was higher than clone 327 (23), but cluster weight of clone 214 

(174g) was lower than clone 327 (175 g) in 2019. In 2019, berry weight of clone 327 (112.9g) 

was higher than clone 214 (107.3g). Clone 214 (4.2 kg/vine) was significantly higher on yield 

than clone 327 (4.0 kg/vine) but pruning weight of clone 214 (0.33 kg/vine) was also higher than 

clone 327 (0.30g), inducing RI of clone 214 (13.9) lower than clone 327 (15.7).  

In 2020, clonal differences showed more impact on yield components, where clone 327 were 

significantly higher than clone 214 in cluster number, berry weight, yield, and pruning weight. 

However, bud survival showed no significant difference between clone 214 (94%) and clone 327 

(81%) in 2020. Yield and pruning weight were higher in clone 327 (yield:1.3 kg/vine; pruning 

weight:0.35 kg/vine) than in clone 214 (yield:1.2 kg/vine; pruning weight:0.30 kg/vine), so RI of 
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clone 214 (4.5) was higher than clone 327 (4.0) in 2020, opposite to the result in 2019. There 

was no significant difference in winter survival in 2020, even though clone 214 was 94% of 

survival and clone 327 was 81% in winter. 

There were significant clonal differences for berry weight and yield in 2019 and 2020 (Table 

3.1). All yield components and crop load results decreased in 2020 compared to the results in 

2019, especially for yield and RI (Table 3.1). Yield for Clone 214 was 4.2 kg/vine, clone 327 

was 4.0 kg/vine in 2019, but clone 214 decreased 3.0 kg/vine, and clone decreased 2.7 kg/vine in 

2020. Crop load varied by clone and year. In 2019, clone 214 had a RI of 13.9 whereas clone 327 

was 15.7, but the crop loads for clone 216 decreased 9.4 and clone 327 decreased to 11.7 in 

2020. 

 

Table 3.1 Comparison of mean Cabernet franc viticulture data between clones, 2019 to 2020. Statistical analysis: ANOVA. 

Means within columns for each vintage with different letters are different (p≤0.05), Tukey’s HSD ± SD. 
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3.1.2.2 Rootstock trial using clone 327 

Phenological Stages. Rootstock had a strong impact when grafted to Cabernet franc on 

phenological stages, where budbreak, flowering, and veraison showed significant differences 

among the three rootstocks in 2019 and 2020 (Table 3.2.). Rootstock Riparia Gloire was the 

reason for the significant differences in phenological stages in 2019 and 2020. Except flowering 

in 2019, Riparia Gloire was the earliest on the recorded date of budbreak, flowering and 

Veraison in 2019 and 2020. Budbreak for vines grafted to all three rootstocks was later in 2020. 

Budbreak were 58%, 54% and 68% for vines with rootstock 101-14, 3309 and Riparia Gloire on 

17 May 2019, but were 26%, 27% and 42% for vines with rootstock 101-14, 3309 and Riparia 

Gloire on 22 May 2020.  

Yield components and environment resistance. Rootstock affected yield components and vine 

balance (RI) in 2019 and 2020 as recorded in Table 3.2, except in averages of pruning weight 

and berry weight in 2019 and cluster number in 2020, which showed no significant differences 

between the three rootstocks. Rootstock did not influence winter survival in 2020 (Table 3.2.).  

Variations in phenological stages were observed in vines with different rootstocks. Yield in 2019 

was significant due to rootstock 101-14, which yield of rootstock 101-14 (4.0 kg/vine) was 

significantly higher than rootstock 3309 (2.6 kg/vine) and rootstock Riparia Gloire (2.6 kg/vine). 

Cluster weight in 2019 was significant due to rootstock 3309, which cluster weight of rootstock 

3309 (105g) was significantly lower than rootstock 101-14 (175g) and rootstock Riparia Gloire 

(154g). Berry weight and pruning weight in 2020 was significantly higher in rootstock 3309 

(berry wight:109 g/100berry; pruning weight:0.48 kg/vine) than rootstock 101-14 (berry 
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wight:101 g/100berry; pruning weight:0.35 kg/vine) and rootstock Riparia Gloire (berry 

wight:100 g/100berry; pruning weight:0.27 kg/vine) (Table 3.2.).  

Vines grafted to Riparia Gloire had significant differences in average of cluster number in 2019, 

and cluster weight and RI in 2020 (Table 3.2.). Cluster number in 2019 was significantly lower 

in Riparia Gloire grafted vines in comparison to the other two rootstocks, cluster weight in 2020 

was significantly higher than the other two rootstocks, and RI was significantly higher than other 

two rootstocks (Table 3.2.). In 2020, even though Riparia had the lowest pruning weight 

compared with rootstock 101-14 and 3309, other results like cluster number and weight, yield, 

and RI were higher than rootstock 101-14 and 3309. Rootstock 101-14 had the highest results of 

yield components in 2019. However, yield and pruning weight was higher for rootstock 101-14 

and RI was highest for Riparia in 2019. 

Table 3.2. Comparison of mean Cabernet franc viticulture data between rootstocks, 2019 to 2020. Statistical analysis: ANOVA. 

Means within columns for each vintage with different letters are different (p≤0.05), Tukey’s HSD ± SD. 
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3.1.3. Fruit composition 

3.1.3.1. Clone trial 

In 2019, soluble solids and pH of fruit resulting from clone 327 (24.6 °Brix, pH=3.5) were 

significantly higher than that from clone 214 (23.4 °Brix, pH=3.3) (Table 3.3.). Titratable acidity 

(TA) in the fruit from clone 214 (8.0) was higher than that found in clone 327 (7.6), but there 

was no significant difference in TA between clone 327 and 214. In 2020, there was no significant 

difference between the fruit from clone 214 and 327 (p=0.136) in soluble solids which clone 214 

(25.8 °Brix) was higher than clone 327 (25.4 °Brix). pH of fruit from clone 327 (3.7) was 

significantly higher than fruit from clone 214 (3.5). TA was significantly higher in clone 214 

(7.2) than in clone 327 (7.0) in 2020.  

In comparing fruit composition between 2019 and 2020, soluble solids were higher in 2020 than 

in 2019 for both clones 214 and 327, in which soluble solids increased 2.4 °Brix in clone 214 

and 0.8 °Brix in clone 327. pH increased by 0.2 for both clones 214 and 327. TA decreased in 

2020 for both clones 214 and 327, with 0.8 g/L decreased in clone 214 and 0.6 g/L in clone 327. 

Table 3.3. Comparison of mean Cabernet franc fruit composition data between clones, 2019 to 2020. Statistical analysis: 

ANOVA. Means within columns for each vintage with different letters are different (p≤0.05), Tukey’s HSD ± SD. 
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3.1.3.2. Rootstock trial 

In 2019, fruit composition from Cabernet franc 327 clone on three rootstocks (101-14, 3309, and 

Riparia Gloire) was recorded in Table 3.4. There were no significant differences for soluble 

solids. pH of the fruit was significantly different among the three rootstocks, mainly due to 

rootstock 3309, which pH of the fruit from vines grafted to rootstock 3309 was significantly 

lower than that from vines to rootstock 101-14 and Riparia Gloire. And TA in fruit from vines 

grafted to Riparia Gloire was significantly lower in comparison to fruit from vines with the other 

two rootstocks. In 2020, three rootstocks had a larger influence on these measurements, where 

soluble solids and TA were significantly lower due to Riparia Gloire, and the pH also showed 

significant differences for the three rootstocks which all of them were significantly different 

compared with each other. 

In comparison for fruit composition between 2019 and 2020, fruit from vines grafted to rootstock 

101-14 was the highest in soluble solids in both two years, and all three rootstocks increased 

soluble solids in 2020 compared with 2019. Fruit from vines grafted to Riparia Gloire had the 

highest in pH in 2019 but decreased by 0.1 in 2020 and became the lowest in 2020. Rootstocks 

101-14 and 3309 both increased 0.2 in PH in 2020. Fruit from vines grafted to rootstock 3309 

had the highest TA in 2019, and fruit from rootstock 101-14 had the highest TA in 2020. All 

three rootstocks had lower TA in 2020 from 2019, with 101-14 decreasing by 0.6g/L, 3309 

decreased by 1.1g/L, and Riparia Gloire decreased by 1.1g/L. 
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Table 3.4. Comparison of mean Cabernet franc fruit composition data between rootstocks, 2019 to 2020. Statistical analysis: 

ANOVA. Means within columns for each vintage with different letters are different (p≤0.05), Tukey’s HSD ± SD. 

  

 

 

 

 

3.1.4. Cold hardiness 

3.1.4.1. LTE comparison among all four clone and rootstock combinations  

There were ten sampling periods during the 2018 dormant season and eight sampling periods 

during the 2019 dormant season. Cold hardiness differed more in the 2018 dormant season for 

LTE50 between four clone x rootstock combinations rather than during the 2019 dormant season. 

In 2018, the significant differences between the four combinations were mainly at the stage of 

maximum hardiness and deacclimation. There were only four sampling dates during the 2018 

dormant season where no significant differences between four combinations in LTE50 occurred 
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(during the stage of acclimation on 6 Nov 2018, at the stage of maximum hardiness on 11 Dec 

2019 and on 29 Jan 2019, and at the stage of deacclimation on 3 Apr 2019) (Figure 3.3.). 

However, LTE50 of the 4 combinations in 2019 result only showed significant differences on the 

sampling date of 10 Jan 2020 and at deacclimation on 16 May and 3 Apr 2020.  

All four clone x rootstock combinations reached their maximum hardiness during dormant 

season were in November in two dormant seasons. In the 2018 dormant season, there were two 

significant differences in LTE50 between four combinations due to combination 327 × 3309, 

which was significantly higher in LTE50 on the date of 23 Oct 2018 and 28 Feb 2019 (Table 

3.5.). Significant differences on 9 Jan 2019 and 10 Apr 2019 were because LTE50 of 327 × 101-

14 significantly lower than the other three combinations. The significant differences that 

occurred during the 2019 dormant season were mainly due to significantly higher LTE50 of 

combination 214 × 101-14 and significantly lower LTE50 of combination 327 × 3309. 

For LTE50 during 2018 dormant season, three combinations reached minimum LTE50 on 11 

Dec 2018, which were 214 × 101-14 (-24.2), 327 × 101-14 (-25.3) and 327/3309 (-23.0). Even 

though the combination 327 × RG reached the minimum LTE50, which was -22.8 on 29 Jan 

2019, the LTE50 of 327 × RG on 11 Dec 2018 was the second minimum -22.7. For LTE50 

during 2019 dormant season, three combinations reached to minimum LTE50 on 19 Dec 2019, 

which were 214 × 101-14 (-21.9), 327 × 101-14 (-23.2) and 327 × RG (-23.4) and combination 

327 × 3309, which reached minimum LTE50 (-22.7) on 19 Feb 2020, also reached the second 

minimum LTE50 (-22.6) on 19 Dec 2019.  
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Table 3.5. Comparison of low temperature exotherms by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for four Cabernet franc clone × 

rootstock combinations 214 × 101-14, 327 × 101-14, 327 × 3309 and 327 × Riparia in two dormant seasons 

 

          

Figure 3.3. Differences in LTE50 in four combinations 214 × 101-14, 327 × 101-14, 327 × 3309 and 327 × Riparia of Cabernet 

franc grapevines in the Beamsville Bench sub-appellation(*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001）                                          

3.1.4.2. LTE among 3 rootstocks for clone 327 

The bud hardiness of cabernet franc clone 327 grafted onto three rootstocks (101-14, 3309 and 

Riparia Gloire) were compared. The three rootstocks induced significant differences in LTE50 at 

the stage of maximum hardiness and deacclimation during the 2018 dormant season and at the 

stage of deacclimation during the 2019 dormant season (Figure 3.4.). Of note is that the 

significant difference of LTE50 shown in 3 rootstocks on the sampling date of 3 Apr 2019 

(Figure 3.4) is not significant when all 4 combinations of clone and rootstock are compared 

(Figure 3.3).  
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In the result of LTE50 during the 2018 dormant season, there were three dates where the LTE50 

differed significantly between all three rootstocks on 23 November 2018, 28 February 2019, and 

19 March 2019 (Table 3.6, Figure 3.4). On 23 October 2018, 11 December 2018, and 10 April 

2019, the LTE 50 was significantly lower with 101-14 in comparison to the other two rootstocks 

(Table 3.6, Figure 3.4). Furthermore, the significant difference on 10 Apr 2019 was due to101-14 

which caused the LTE50 to be significantly higher than that measured in bud from vines with the 

other two rootstocks. As a result of LTE50 during the 2019 dormant season, only one significant 

difference occurred on 16 March 2020 caused by rootstock 3309, which was significantly lower 

in LTE50 than the other two rootstocks. 

Buds from vines grafted with rootstock 101-14 were the cold hardiest compared with rootstocks 

3309 and Riparia Gloire during the 2018 and 2019 dormant season (Table 3.6, Figure 3.4). 

Moreover, the time they reach their maximum LTE50 was different during the dormant season. 

Rootstocks 101-14 and 3309 reached their minimum LTE50 on the sampling date of 11 Dec 

2018 and rootstock Riparia Gloire on the sampling date of 28 Feb during the 2018 dormant 

season (Figure 3.4). Rootstock 101-14 and Riparia Gloire reached maximum hardiness on the 

sampling date of 19 Dec 2019 and rootstock of 3309 on 19 Feb 2020 (Figure 3.4). 
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Table 3.6. Comparison of low temperature exotherms by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for Cabernet franc 327 grafted 

to three rootstocks in two dormant seasons 

 

     

Figure 3.4. Differences in LTE50 in three rootstocks of Cabernet franc grapevines in the Beamsville Bench sub-appellation(*:p 

< 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001）                                        

3.1.4.3. LTE for 2 clones on rootstock 101-14 

Clone 327 was compared to clone 214 on 101-14 rootstock. There was only one time point in 

2018 where there were significant differences in LTE50 between the two clones. LTE50 of clone 

327 was significantly lower than clone 214 on 10 Apr 2019 (Table 3.7, Figure 3.5). No 

significant difference in LTE50 between the two clones occurred in the 2019 dormant season 

(Table 3.7, Figure 3.5.).  

Clone 327 and 214 simultaneously reached their maximum cold hardiness on 11 Dec 2018. And 

LTE50 of clone 327 fluctuated more than 214 at the stage of deacclimation in 2018. In the 2019 

result, clone 214 and 327 reached their maximum LTE50 at different sampling times, clone 327 
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on 19 Dec 2019, and clone 214 on 19 Feb 2020 (Figure 3.5). Clone 327 were lower than clone 

214 in LTE50 at the stage of maximum hardiness during the 2019 dormant season (Figure 3.5.). 

Table 3.7. Comparison of low temperature exotherms by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for two Cabernet franc clones 

grafted to rootstock 101-14 in two dormant seasons 

 

 

 
 Figure 3.5. Differences in LTE50 in two clones of Cabernet franc grapevines in the Beamsville Bench sub-appellation(*:p < 

0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001）                                            

 

 

3.2. Discussion 

In this chapter, the experiment mainly studied the cold hardiness of four clone × rootstock 

combinations in Cabernet franc by DTA. By comparing the cold hardiness of different clones 

and rootstocks, this study attempted to fill the gap in knowledge with respect to the influence of 

clone and rootstock on cold hardiness for Cabernet franc cultivar. 
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Clone study. The study did not show significant contribution of clones to the cold hardiness of 

Cabernet franc. There were rarely significant differences in DTA between clone 214 and clone 

327 during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. Hébert-Haché et al. (2021) confirmed the 

differences of Riesling clones in cold hardiness and the differences of cold hardiness among 

grape varieties, indicating that although this experiment did not prove that clone affects cold 

hardiness of Cabernet franc, it does not mean that all clones of all varieties do not affect cold 

hardiness. Different clones of different varieties must carry out targeted research on the influence 

of cold hardiness.  One possible explanation for lack of cold hardiness differences may be 

similar places of origin of the clones as explained below. 

Crop level, crop loads and vine vigour may impact cold hardiness (Howell and Shaulis 1980; 

Miller, Howell, and Striegler 1988; Sabbatini and Howell 2013). Crop load, measured through 

the Ravaz index is the ratio of yield/vine to pruning weights (a measurement of vine vigour). A 

vine is considered in balance when the value of Ravaz Index is between 5 and 10 for V. vinifera 

cultivars (Winkler, 1974). Nevertheless, the RI values for Clone 214 and Clone 327 were not in 

this range in 2019 and 2020. The RI values of the two clones were above 10 in 2019 but below 5 

in 2020. Moreover, the yields of clone 327 were significantly lower than clone 214 in 2019. 

Although results reported by some studies state that the lower the yield, the stronger the cold 

hardiness (Howell and Shaulis 1980; Miller et al. 1988; Pool et al. 1990), that was not observed 

between the two clones of Cabernet franc. Although the yield of clone 327 was lower than that of 

clone 214, the cold hardiness was not different between the clones. 
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The different genotypes of clones in Cabernet franc showed no impact on cold hardiness. Clone 

214 is the ENTAV clone, originating from Maine-et-Loire in 1973; Clone 327 is the INRA clone 

that originated in the Gironde in 1975. 

(https://plantgrape.plantnetproject.org/en/cepage/Cabernet%20franc). It is possible that these two 

selections do not differ in cold hardiness due to their close proximity of origin. ENTAV has 

detailed descriptions for some of their traits based on their performance in France. For instance, 

clone 327 vigor is considered “high” and clone 214 vigor is “low” 

(https://plantgrape.plantnetproject.org/en/cepage/Cabernet%20franc). However, there were no 

significant differences in the vigor of clone 214 and clone 327 in this experiment, which may be 

one of the reasons that there was no significant difference in cold hardiness between those clones 

as well. In addition, many studies mention that the genetic complexity of clones was one of the 

reasons for the difference in cold hardiness (Hébert-Haché et al. 2021; Sabbatini and Howell 

2013), but this was not proven in this experiment, possibly because this experiment only 

compared the cold hardiness of two clones. Thus, more experimental data should be obtained for 

the comparison between more clones of Cabernet franc. 

Rootstock study. The experiment confirmed the hypothesis that rootstocks have some impact on 

the cold hardiness of Cabernet franc. During the 2018 dormant season, three rootstocks 101-14, 

3309, and Riparia Gloire showed significant differences in DTA, mainly at the stages of 

maximum hardiness and deacclimation. Rootstock 101-14 had lower LTE50 than the other two 

rootstocks during the maximum hardiness period in 2018 result and tended to perform better with 

respect to cold tolerance. Nevertheless, during the 2019 dormant season, the significant 

https://plantgrape.plantnetproject.org/en/cepage/Cabernet%20franc
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differences of the three rootstocks in DTA occurred only in the deacclimation stage and showed 

significant differences only at that sampling period. This indicates that weather conditions can 

significantly impact rootstock performance which is not a surprising finding. The three 

rootstocks differed in yield/vine but didn’t differ in cold hardiness in 2019, which indicate that 

yield/vine may not impact cold hardiness via the rootstock. However, since both RI and cold 

hardiness didn’t show significant differences in 2019, whether RI can impact cold hardiness of 

rootstock needs further research. It is generally understood that rootstock can mitigate vine 

vigour. Since cold hardiness can be influenced by vine vigour it is thought that some cold 

hardiness differences may be due to the influence of rootstock in mitigating vine vigor which 

was consistent with the view of some research (Sabbatini and Howell 2013). However, some 

other studies found that vine vigour and crop load did impact cold hardiness of vines with 

different rootstocks (Hébert-Haché et al., 2021), so how rootstock caused the difference in cold 

hardiness needs to be further elucidated for an increasing number of varieties. 

Clone × rootstock combination. Comparison of cold hardiness of different clone × rootstock 

combinations showed more significant differences than comparison of cold hardiness of different 

rootstocks, which proved that the interaction between clone and rootstock could also lead to 

differences in cold hardiness, which was consistent with some other experimental results 

(Hébert-Haché et al. 2021; Sabbatini and Howell 2013).  

Clone × rootstock combination and rootstock alone had a more apparent effect on DTA than the 

clone effect in the two-year study. However, there were some differences between the clone × 

rootstock combinations and the rootstocks effect on DTA. For example, the sampling date on 10 
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January 2020 did not show a significant difference between rootstocks in DTA but was shown in 

clone × rootstock combinations. So, it is possible to consider that clones also played a significant 

role in cold hardiness variation and resulted in significant differences in DTA at different 

sampling times. 

The four clone × rootstock combinations reached the stage of maximum hardiness at the same 

sampling time during two dormant seasons. Combinations of 327/101-14 had better performance 

on LTE50 than the other three combinations during the 2018 and 2019 dormant season, in which 

327/101-14 reached the lowest LTE50 during maximum hardiness.  

In the study of Miller’s group (Miller et al. 1988b), they found that the cold hardiness of scion 

grafted to the hardier rootstock is hardier than a similar scion grafted to a less hardy rootstock. 

Accordingly, the hypothesis is that the selection of clones and rootstock with stronger cold 

hardness is more likely to make their combination stronger in cold hardness. Their interaction 

could also result in reduced hardiness (Hébert-Haché et al. 2021). More studies are required with 

more clones of Cabernet franc to assess the interaction of Cabernet franc clones with rootstock to 

prove or disprove this hypothesis. There may be value in assessing the bud cold hardiness of the 

actual rootstock material when grown on its own and then pairing more cold hardy rootstocks 

with more cold hardy clones based on their comparative bud cold hardiness to see if the cold 

hardiness of the combination is further enhanced.  

Weather impact. Cold hardiness of Cabernet franc of the four clone × rootstock combinations 

varied between different years. The GDD in 2018 was lower than 1400, which is the average 

GDD for Cabernet franc fruit maturity (https://winecountryontario.ca/wp-
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content/uploads/2020/04/CABERNET-FRANC.pdf), and the GDD in 2019 was greater than 

1400. The difference of GDD between the study years may lead to the difference in cold 

hardiness due to greater maturity of the vines in 2019. Rainfall may also contribute to differences 

in cold hardiness, as waterlogging affects the growth and health of vines (Bowen et al. 2016; 

Vanden Heuvel and Merwin n.d.) and root-soil temperature, directly or indirectly affecting cold 

hardiness. However, there was little difference in rainfall in the study years, but timing of rainfall 

did differ. There was little temperature difference during acclimation in 2018 and 2019, from 

20 °C in October to -10 °C in December. Therefore, there was no difference in the optimal 

hardiness for four clone × rootstock combinations in 2018 and 2019, between -22 °C and -25 °C. 

LTE50 of combination 327×101-14 reached the lowest value during maximum hardiness. 

Moreover, LTEs fluctuated more obviously with the change of temperature and was more 

sensitive to temperature. The different response of combination 327×101-14 to temperature 

compared with the other three combinations suggested that temperature changes during the 

growing season and during cold acclimation could affect the maximum hardiness of grapevine 

and that this may impact clone × rootstock combinations differently. This finding is consistent 

with previous studies performed in Ontario (Hébert-Haché et al., 2021). 

Each of the four clone × rootstock combinations began to deacclimate in February during the 

two-year study. Due to the sudden drop in temperature during late January and early February 

2019, three clone × rootstock combinations, except 327/3309, where the LTE50 still rising 

slowly, experienced some reacclimation. Moreover, 327×101-14 was more sensitive to this 

temperature decrease than 214/101-14 and 327/Riparia. This phenomenon of reacclimation has 
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also occurred in previous studies ((Hébert-Haché et al., 2021; Keller 2015), which indicates that 

combination 327×101-14 can better deal with the risk of cold damage after deacclimation to 

reduce cold damage. This is an important finding that different clone× rootstock combinations 

may lead to differences in the degree of reacclimation during deacclimation. The damage caused 

by temperature decrease during deacclimation can be reduced by choosing the right combination. 

Fruit component and yield component. In this experiment, rootstock has a greater impact on 

fruit component and yield component than clone. Rootstock also has a greater impact on cold 

hardiness than clone. Accordingly, rootstock may indirectly affect cold hardiness through the 

effect on fruit component and yield component. Thus, cold hardiness is different among different 

rootstocks. Furthermore, Reynolds and Wardle (2001) demonstrated that different rootstocks 

could affect fruit component and vine performance by nine scion cultivars grafted to four 

rootstocks. However, the effect on fruit component and vine performance was different among 

different scion cultivars, which proves that genotypic differences of scion cultivars also affect 

fruit component and yield component (Reynolds and Wardle 2001b). Presumably, rootstocks 

may indirectly affect cold hardiness mediated by and through its effect on scion performance. 

However, clones may have direct effects on cold hardiness because of genetic variability. 

However, more studies are needed to prove how rootstock and clone affect cold hardiness. 
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Chapter 4. Dehydrins 

In this chapter, protein extraction for all buds were performed by Linxue Zhang. Protein 

separation by SDS page and Western blot was performed by Linxue Zhang, and all data analysis, 

graphing and statistical analysis was performed by Linxue Zhang.   

 

4.1. Results 

4.1.1. Band detection 

Five dehydrin bands were detected during the 2018 dormant season, which were 62 kDa, 57 kDa, 

41 kDa, 30 kDa, and 23 kDa molecular weights (Figure 4.1 A). Four bands were detected during 

the 2019 dormant season. The 57 kDa band was not visible in the 2019 dormant season (Figure 

4.1 B).  It should be noted that the 57 kDa band shown in the 2018 was the weakest band 

compared with the other four bands. The 23 kDa band was the brightest in intensity in both the 

2018 and 2019 dormant seasons.  

 

Figure 4.1. bands were detected in Cabernet franc bud protein extraction during 2018 dormant season in 4.1 A image and 4 

bands were detected during 2019 dormant season in 4.1B image. Cabernet franc bud protein extraction taken by 

chemiluminescence.  
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4.1.2. Band intensity development during dormant season 

4.1.2.1. Dehydrin comparison between clones on 101-14 rootstock 

Dehydrin development varied between 2 clones during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons 

(Figure 4.2). There were five bands detected in 2018 (Figure 4.2 A-E) and only 4 bands detected 

in 2019 (Figure 4.2 F-I). Dehydrin development of different molecular weights in each clone also 

varied during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. Some bands did peak during maximum 

hardiness (62 kDa, 57 kDa, 23 kDa in 2018; 41 kDa, 30 kDa in 2019) but other bands peaked 

early in the dormant season (41 kDa, 30 kDa in 2018) or did not vary during the dormant period 

but stayed at a relatively high level (23 kDa band in 2019) (Figure 4.2). All bands’ relative 

intensities after 23 Nov 2018 in 2018 results were higher in clone 327 than clone 214. Also, 

every band of different molecular weight dehydrins of clone 327 and clone 214 was stronger in 

relative intensities in 2019 than in 2018 results (compare Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

62 kDa band. In 2018, relative band intensity of clone 327 reached its peak in January 2019 

(0.032) and relative band intensity of clone 214 reached its peak (0.024) on 19 Mar 2019 (Figure 

4.2A). In 2019 results, relative band intensities of clone 214 reached to peak (0.054) on 29 Jan 

2020, and relative band intensities of clone 327 reached to peak (0.060) on 19 Feb 2020 (Figure 

4.2F). 

57 kDa band. Relative band intensities of clone 327 peaked on 29 Jan (0.032) and reached to 

second peak (0.025) on 19 Mar (Figure 4.2B). Relative band intensities of clone 214 reached two 

peaks on 11 Dec 2018 (0.019) and 28 Feb 2019 (0.022) (Figure 4.2B). 
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41 kDa band. In 2018 results, relative band intensities of clone 214 reached to peak (0.033) on 6 

Nov 2018 and relative band intensities of clone 327 reached to peak (0.030) on 23 Nov 2018 

(Figure 4.2C). In 2019 results, relative band intensities of clones 214 reached to peak (0.16) on 

29 Jan 2020. Relative band intensities of clones 327 reached to peak (0.12) on 19 Feb 2020 

(Figure 4.2G). 

30 kDa band. In 2018, relative band intensities of clone 214 peaked (0.017) on 6 Nov 2018, 

while clone 327 peaked (0.024) on 23 Nov 2018 (Figure 4.2D). In 2019, relative band intensities 

of clones 327 peaked (0.069) on 10 Jan 2020. Relative band intensities of clone 214 peaked 

(0.070) on 29 Jan 2020 (Figure 4.2H). 

23kDa band. In 2018 results, relative band intensities of clones 327 peaked (1.05) on 11 Dec 

2018. Relative band intensities of clone 214 peaked (1.00) on 23 Nov 2018. In 2019 results, 

relative band intensities of clone 327 decreased from the highest (1.28) on 12 Nov 2019 (Figure 

4.2I). Relative band intensities of clone 214 reached to highest (1.29) on 3 Apr 2020 (Figure 

4.2I). 
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Figure 4.2. Dehydrin band development of Cabernet franc for two clones 214 and 327 grafted on rootstock 101-14 during 2018 

and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.2 A-E represent bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season 

whereas F-I represent bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the 

highest band intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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4.1.2.2. Rootstock study 

Dehydrin development varied among three rootstocks during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons 

(Figure 4.3). The different protein bands did not consistently follow an expected intensity 

development where band intensity increased as the cold hardiness increased (or LTE50 

decreased) as hypothesized. Similarly to what was observed for the clonal comparisons, some 

bands did peak during maximum hardiness (62 kDa, 57 kDa, 23 kDa in 2018; 41 kDa, 30 kDa in 

2019) but other bands peaked early in the dormant season (41 kDa, 30 kDa in 2018) or did not 

vary during the dormant period but stayed at a relatively high level (23 kDa band in 2019) 

(Figure 4.3). All relative band intensities of rootstock 101-14 were higher than band intensities of 

the other two rootstocks at the stage of maximum hardiness during the 2018 dormant season 

(Figure 4.3A-E). Relative band intensities except band 23 kDa are higher in rootstock 101-14 

than the other two rootstocks at the stage of maximum hardiness and deacclimation during the 

2019 dormant season (Figure 4.3 F-I). All relative band intensities of three rootstocks were 

higher during the 2019 dormant season compared with relative band intensities during the 2018 

dormant season (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3. Dehydrin band development for Cabernet franc 327 grafted on three rootstocks 101-14, 3309 and Riparia during 

2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.3 A-E represent bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant 

season whereas F-I represent bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were 

normalized to the highest band intensity of 23 kDa band.  
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4.1.3. The relation of Cold hardiness and Dehydrins  

4.1.3.1. Correlation between dehydrins and cold hardiness 

In order to assess if any of the protein bands detected in the buds with the dehydrin antibody 

were correlating with the cold hardiness response of the buds as measured through the LTE50 

response, the band intensity throughout the dormant season was compared to the LTE50 

throughout the dormant season (Figure 4.4 and Figure S1-S3), then they were plotted as a 

function of the hardiness response to determine if there were any relationships.  

Clone 214 on rootstock 101-14 graphs are included here for illustration of the band intensity 

versus cold hardiness response (Figure 4.4), with the remaining clone and rootstock 

combinations included in the appendix (Figure S1-S3).  
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Figure 4.4. LTE50 and band development for clone 214 on rootstock 101-14 during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.4 A-E 

represent LTE50 and bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent LTE 

50 and bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the highest band 

intensity of 23 kDa band. 

 

214/101-14. In 2018, the rises of the relative intensity of the 23 kDa band (23 Oct 2018 and 29 

Jan 2019) and 30 kDa and 41 kDa bands (23 Oct 2018) coincided with the decline of LTE50. 

However, relative intensities of the 62 kDa and 57 kDa bands went down simultaneously as 

LTE50 went down before 23 Nov 2018. Both of their increases were later than the two declines 

of LTE50. The third increase for 23 kDa, 57 kDa, and 61 kDa bands was on 3 Apr 2019, when 

LTE50 was still slowly increased during the deacclimation stage.  
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In 2019, the two falls of 23 kDa relative intensity (12 Nov 2019 and 10 Jan 2020) at the same 

time as LTE50 starts to fall. The first rise of the relative intensity of the 30 kDa and 41 kDa 

bands was on 27 Nov 2019, which happened during the decline of LTE50 during acclimation but 

later than the time LTE50 started to decrease. Relative intensities of the 23 kDa and 41 kDa 

bands showed a third increase on 16 Mar 20, which was happened during LTE50 increasing at 

the stage of deacclimation.  

Same results also showed in the combinations 327/101-14, 327/3309 and 327/ Riparia Gloire that 

some rases of band relative intensities coincided with the declines of LTE50 (Figure S1-S3).  

Based on the data presented in Figure 4.5 and appendix Figures S4, S5, S6, band intensity 

throughout the dormant period was then plotted as a function of the cold hardiness response at 

each time point, calculated as the % maximum response, to look for correlations. The figures for 

comparing band intensity to cold hardiness are in Figure 4.4 for clone 214 and rootstock 101-14 

and Figures S4, S5, S6 in the appendix for the other combinations.  
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Figure 4.5. Cold hardiness of clone 214 on rootstock 101-14 expressed as % maximum hardiness versus the relative band 

intensity for five bands in 2018 dormant season and for four bands in 2019 dormant season. 4.5 A-E represent % maximum 

hardiness versus bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent % 

maximum hardiness versus bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized 

to the highest band intensity of 23 kDa band. 

 

From these graphs, the Pearson’s correlation was determined and are presented in Table 4.1. In 

2018, for most clone-rootstock combinations, dehydrin expression levels were not found to 

correlate with cold hardiness (Table 4.1, Figure 4.5A-E, S4A-E, S5A-E, S6A-E).  

Surprisingly, negative correlations were found for the 57 kDa for clone 327 on rootstock 3308 

and the clone 327 on rootstock Riparia Gloire (Figure S5B and Table 4.1.).  
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Table 4.1. Correlation analysis between relative band intensity and the % maximum hardiness during 2018 dormant season 

  

More significant correlations were shown between relative band intensity and % maximum 

hardiness during the 2019 dormant season (Figure 4.4F-I, S4F-I, S5F-I, S6F-I Table 4.2.). 

Significant positive correlations were shown in the 62 kDa, 41 kDa, and 30 kDa band in 

combination 327/ Riparia Gloire (Figure S6F-I). Significant negative correlations are shown in 

the 23 kDa band in 214/101-14 (Figure 4.4I) and 327/101-14 (Figure S4I).  

 

 

Table 4.2. Correlation analysis between relative band intensity and the % maximum hardiness during 2019 dormant season 
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4.1.4. Relationship between dehydrins and clone, rootstock, and combination  

4.1.4.1. Relationship between dehydrins and clone 

2018 dormant season. Most of the dehydrin band intensities did not differ between the two 

clones tested in the 2018 season at any sampling timepoints (Figure 4.5A and Figure S7A-D). 

The 23 kDa band relative intensity was significantly different between two clones on Nov 23, 

2018 (Figure 4.5A) and the 30 kDa band relative intensity was significantly different between 

two clones on Dec 11, 2019 (Figure S7D). 

2019 dormant season. Similarly, in the 2019 dormant season, most of the dehydrin band 

intensities did not differ between the two clones tested at any sampling timepoints (Figure 4.5B 

and Figure S7E-G). The 62 kDa band relative intensities of two clones were significantly 

different on Jan 29, 2019 (Figure S7E) whereas the 30 kDa band relative intensities of two 

clones significantly differed on Nov 27, 2019, and Mar 16, 2020 (Figure S7G). 23 kDa band 

relative intensities of two clones were significantly different on Nov 27, 2019, and Jan 10, 2020 

(Figure 4.6B). 
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Figure 4.6. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between two clones 214 and 327 grafted on 

rootstock 101-14 during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001). 4.6 A represent clone 

comparison in 23 kDa band for each sampling time over the 2018 dormant season whereas B represent clone comparison in 23 

kDa band for each sampling time over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the highest band 

intensity of 23 kDa band. 

 

4.1.4.2. Relationship between dehydrins and rootstock 

2018 dormant season. Similarly to what was observed in the clones, the dehydrins also did not 

differ in band intensity among the rootstocks throughout the 2018 dormant period (Figure 4.7A 

and Figure S8A-D). Exceptions in 2018 included the 62 kDa band relative intensity of 327/3309 

was higher than 327/101-14 on Nov 23, 2018, and the 62 kDa band relative intensity of 327/101-

14 was higher than 327/Riparia on Dec 11, 2018 (Figure 4.7A); the 30 kDa band relative 

intensity of 327/3309 was significantly higher than 327/Riparia on Oct 23, 2018 (Figure S8C) 

and 23 kDa band relative intensity of 327/Riparia was higher than other two rootstocks on Nov 

23, 2018 (Figure S8D). 

2019 dormant season. Three dehydrin relative band intensities, 62 kDa, 30 kDa, and 23 kDa 

bands, showed significant differences between three rootstocks at some sampling dates (Figure 

4.7B, Figure S8F and Figure S8G). 62 kDa band relative intensity of 327/101-14 was 
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significantly higher than 327/Riparia on Nov 27, 2019 (Figure 4.7B). 23 kDa band relative 

intensity of 327/Riparia was higher than other two rootstocks on Nov 12, 2019, and 23 kDa band 

relative intensity of 327/ Riparia was higher than 327/101-14 on Jan 10, 20 (Figure S8G). 30 kDa 

band relative intensity of 327/3309 was higher than other two rootstocks on Nov 27, 2019. 30 

kDa band relative intensity of 327/101-14 was lower than 327/Riparia on Mar 16, 20 (Figure 

S8F). 

 

Figure 4.7. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between clone 327 grafted on three rootstocks 

101-14, 3309 and Riparia Gloire during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.7 A represent rootstock comparison in 62 kDa band 

for each sampling time over the 2018 dormant season whereas B represent rootstock comparison in 62 kDa band for each 

sampling time over the 2019 dormant season (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001). All band intensities were normalized to 

the highest band intensity of 62 kDa band. 

4.1.4.3. Relationship between dehydrins and combination 

2018 dormant season. Similarly to what was observed in the clones and rootstocks, most of 

dehydrins also did not differ in band intensity among the combinations throughout the 2018 

dormant period (Figure 4.8A and Figure S9A-D). Exceptions in 2018 included the 62 kDa, 30 

kDa, and 23 kDa band, showed a significant difference between four combinations 214/101-14, 

327/101-14, 327/3309, and 327/Riparia at some sampling date. 62 kDa band relative intensity of 

327/ 101-14 was significantly lower than 327/3309 on Nov 23, 2018, and 62 kDa band relative 
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intensity of 327/ 101-14 was significantly higher than 214/101-14 on Feb 19, 2019 (Figure 

4.8A). 30 kDa band relative intensity of 327/3309 Riparia was significantly higher than that of 

317/Ripara on Oct 23, 2018 (Figure S9C). 23 kDa band relative intensity of 327/ Riparia was 

significantly higher than other three combinations on Nov 23, 2018 (Figure S9F). 

2019 Dormant season. Similarly to what was observed in the 2018 dormant period, most of 

dehydrins also did not differ in band intensity among the combinations throughout the 2018 

dormant period (Figure 4.8A and Figure S9A-D). Exceptions in 2019 included the 62 kDa, 41 

kDa, and 30 kDa band showed a significant difference between four combinations at some 

sampling date. 62 kDa band relative intensity of 327/3309 was significantly higher than 327/101-

14 on Nov 27, 2019 (Figure 4.8B). 41 kDa band relative intensity of 214/101-14 was 

significantly higher than other three combinations on Jan 29, 20 (Figure S9E). 30 kDa band 

relative intensity of 327/2209 was significantly higher than other three combinations on Nov 27, 

2019 (Figure S9F). 

  

Figure 4.8. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between four combinations 214/101-14, 327/101-

14, 327/3309, 327/Riparia during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.8 A represent combination comparison in 62 kDa band for 

each sampling time over the 2018 dormant season whereas B represent combination comparison in 62 kDa band for each 

sampling time over the 2019 dormant season  (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001). All band intensities were normalized to 

the highest band intensity of 62 kDa band. 
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4.2. Discussion 

In this chapter, 4 to 5 proteins bands were detected using the antibody directed against the K 

segment (TGEKKGIMDKIKEKLPGQH) of dehydrins in four clone × rootstock combinations in 

Cabernet franc during two dormant seasons. These results further fill in knowledge gaps in the 

study of the relationship between dehydrins and the cold hardiness response in Cabernet franc 

and whether the difference in dehydrins band intensity could be one of the seasons for the 

difference in cold hardiness between clones or rootstocks. 

Band detection. There were five dehydrin bands, which were 23 kDa, 30 kDa, 41 kDa, 57 kDa 

and 62 kDa bands, detected during the 2018 dormant season and four dehydrin bands, which 

were 23 kDa, 30 kDa, 41 kDa, and 62 kDa bands, detected during the 2019 dormant season. In 

the recent study on dehydrin localization in Vitis vinifera, four dehydrins were identified based 

on the YSK-nomenclature, which are DHN1 (Y2SK2), DHN2 (SK2), DHN3 (SK3), and DHN4 

(Y3SK2) (Yang et al., 2012). The molecular weights of those four dehydrins were predicted 

based on amino acid composition. And the predicted molecular weights of DHN1, DHN2, 

DHN3, and DHN4 were 13.9 kDa, 23.4 kDa, 18.8 kDa, and 20.1 kDa, which other than the 23 

kDa band, were lower than the molecular weights shown by SDS-PAGE in this project. The 

reason that molecular weights of dehydrins in this project are higher than predicted molecular 

weights of the dehydrins based on the DHN1-4 gene may be that dehydrins are intrinsically 

disordered proteins (IDPs) that cause movement of dehydrins to be retarded in the gel (Receveur-

Bréchot et al., 2005; Graether and Boddington 2014). So dehydrins don’t run as expected in the 
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SDS-PAGE gels and show higher molecular weights reflecting the apparent molecular weight on 

SDS-PAGE rather than the chemical molecular weight expected from sequence data (Receveur-

Bréchot et al., 2005; Graether and Boddington 2014). Thus, in order to know the chemical 

molecular weights of the five dehydrin bands and confirm the bands are in fact dehydrins, it’s 

important to do protein identification in the future. Larger molecular weight bands may contain 

more than one subunit of DHN1, 2, 3, or 4 giving rise to higher molecular weights.  

Given that the experimental methods were consistent throughout the study, including the brand 

of antibody and concentration, which were the same used in the two-year study, the missing band 

of 57 kDa band in 2019 does not appear to be caused by the experimental methods in 2019. 

However, vine balance differs significantly between 2019 and 2020. For example, RI in 2019 is 

about three times that measured in 2020. Dehydrin band intensities appeared higher during the 

2019 dormant season than during the 2018 dormant season which may be caused by variations in 

the grapevine vigor, which may affect the response of grapevine to low temperature. Thus, the 57 

kDa, which was in very low intensity in 2018, may have been even lower in intensity in 2019 

than in 2018, and not detectable by the methods used. Moreover, due to the complex growth 

environment of samples in this study, changes in dehydrins may be affected by various 

environmental factors. Therefore, the complexity of environmental factors may also have 

contributed to the disappearance of the 57kDa Band in 2019. Previous studies on dehydrins have 

clarified that dehydrins can respond to low temperature, drought, and other environmental stress, 

but the mechanism of dehydrins responding to the environment needs further study (Hanin et al., 

2011).  
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Band development. Band development differs between the two clones, as well as between the 

three rootstocks. However, it can cause the error to compare significant differences in band 

development between clone × rootstock combinations due to gel-to-gel variation. The protein 

samples loaded in each gel only belong to one combination sampled at different times to obtain 

the dehydrins of each combination. So the comparison between different combinations in 

dehydrins means to compare results from gel to gel so gel to gel variation may be a complicating 

factor. 

The intensity development of the band with different molecular weights is also different. 

Salzman's study on LEA-like proteins in grape buds found that the change of a 47kDa protein 

was related to drought. In contrast, the accumulation of a 27kDa protein required exposure to 

low temperatures (Salzman et al. 1996), which indicates that LEA-like proteins of different 

molecular weights have different responses to different environments. Yang et al. also 

demonstrated that the uncertainty of upregulation of different Dehydrin (DHN) genes in V. 

yeshanensis and V. vinifera was influenced by various factors (Yang et al. 2012). Consequently, 

dehydrins of different molecular weights may respond differently to various environmental 

factors in this research, which may be the reason for the different development of dehydrins with 

different molecular weights. The dehydrins' response to the change of one environmental factor 

should be analyzed to maintain the consistency of other environmental factors to have a deeper 

understanding of the response of different bands to the change of environmental factors. This 

could only be achieved if the plants were grown in a controlled environment like a greenhouse 

and not in field studies.  
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Relation between cold hardiness and dehydrins. The increase of relative band intensities of 23 

kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 kDa bands and the decrease of LTE50 occurred simultaneously, indicating 

that the intensities of these three bands may have contributed to the drop in LTE50. However, the 

rise of relative intensities of 62 kDa and 57 kDa bands always occurs after the decline of LTE50, 

indicating that these two bands may have less influence on LTE50 than 23 kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 

kDa bands. Moreover, 23 kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 kDa band intensities changed, followed by the 

decrease of temperature. Still, the 62 kDa and 57 kDa bands' response to temperature change is 

slower than 23 kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 kDa bands, indicating changes of 62 kDa and 57 kDa bands  

may require more extended periods of low-temperature accumulation. Their changes may not 

only be influenced by temperature changes. Consequently, different dehydrins may spend 

different periods responding to temperature change, and different dehydrins may have different 

effects on LTE50.  

The relative intensities of 23 kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 kDa bands rise simultaneously as the decline 

of LTE50 during acclimation. However, when 23 kDa, 30 kDa, and 41 kDa band intensities 

started to decline at the maximum hardiness stage, LTE50 didn’t increase as hypothesized which 

is the smaller expression of dehydrins, the higher LTE will go. LTE50 was still maintained at the 

minimum value when band intensities decreased. Still, the value of dehydrin is not maximum, 

indicating that the relationship between dehydrins and cold hardiness could not be regarded only 

as a linear relationship where the larger the relative intensity values of the dehydrin bands, the 

lower the LTE50 value will be. The correlations between dehydrins and cold hardiness, which 

showed some positive correlations and some negative correlations between LTE50 and dehydrin 
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band intensity, can also prove that relations between dehydrins and cold hardiness are not linear. 

Hebert Hache et al (2019) did find strong positive correlations between 5 dehydrin bands in the 

more winter tender Sauvignon blanc and grapevine cold hardiness in opposition to what was 

found in this study with the more cold tolerant Cabernet franc. Hebert-Hache also found less 

correlation of dehydrin bands to cold hardiness in the more cold tolerant Riesling, similar to what 

was observed in Cabernet franc. Perhaps dehydrins play a less significant role in grapevine 

varieties that are less prone to winter injury.   

Despite Vítámvás et al. (2010) finding that the accumulation of WSC120 protein, a dehydrin in 

wheat cultivars, was positively correlated with freeze tolerance during acclimation, the only 

variable in their experiment was the change of temperature. However, in the present thesis study, 

as the samples came from exposed vineyards, environmental factors were complex. Studies on 

the relation between dehydrin and cold hardiness may also be affected by different 

environmental factors such as precipitation because dehydrins could also respond to vine water 

status/drought (Park et al., 2006). Accordingly, the accumulation of the band's relative intensities 

will lead to changes in LTE50. Still, the dehydrin band relative intensities and the value of 

LTE50 were not in a linear relationship, especially during the stage of maximum hardiness. In 

addition, changes in dehydrins intensity are also affected by various environmental factors, so to 

study the relationship between band's relative intensities and LTE50, the impact of 

environmental factors needs to be reduced. However, this is difficult to achieve in a field  

setting using a woody plant species such as grapevine that is dormant under natural conditions 

where temperatures and daylength vary and cold temperatures below freezing are required to 
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achieve the desired responses. In order to do these studies in a laboratory greenhouse setting, this 

would require complex infrastructure. 

Relationship between dehydrins and clone, rootstock, and combination. For most of the 

timepoints tested between the various clone, rootstock and clone/rootstock combinations, there 

were not any significant differences in band intensity of the various proteins detected with the 

dehydrin antibody. For most time points during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons, there are no 

differences in dehydrin expression between clones, which also aligns with no differences in cold 

hardiness between clones. However, there were some significant differences in 23 kDa, 30 kDa 

and 62 kDa band intensities between the four clone × rootstock combinations in Cabernet franc 

on 23 Nov 2018 when LTE50 also showed a significant difference between four clone × 

rootstock combinations. On 23 Nov 2018 and 16 Mar 2020, dehydrin intensities of 23 kDa, 30 

kDa and 62 kDa bands and LTE50 also showed significant differences between the three 

rootstocks. Accordingly, differences in dehydrin bands’ expression only sometimes align with 

differences in LTE50 and for certain dehydrins among four combinations and among three 

rootstocks. Thus, dehydrins do not appear responsible for clone and rootstock combination 

differences and rootstocks differences observed in cold hardiness of Cabernet franc for most 

timepoints tested and for most dehydrin bands.  
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Chapter 5. General Conclusions and Discussion 

This study aimed to identify the clone and rootstock effect on cold hardiness in Cabernet franc. 

Dehydrins from grapevine buds were detected during dormant seasons to clarify its relationship 

with cold hardiness and whether it could be a measurement of grapevine's cold hardiness in 

winter. 

Clone did not affect cold hardiness of Cabernet franc, unlike findings in Hébert-Haché et al. 

2021 in Riesling and Sauvignon blanc grapevines. Due to the different genotypes between 

clones, it is speculated that clone will lead to the difference in cold hardiness. However, since 

only two clones of Cabernet franc were studied in the experiment and different cultivars studied 

in Hébert-Haché et al. 2021, this may will lead to different results with respect to the impact of 

clone on cold hardiness. Therefore, in the future experiments, it is necessary to study more 

clones, including clones from distinct places of origin, among different cultivars to determine 

how clone impacts cold hardiness.    

Rootstock has an impact on cold hardiness, and it may be due to the impacts on yield 

components including crop load (vine balance) that can influence the vine’s cold hardiness.  

Past studies have demonstrated that the effect of rootstocks on scion hardiness are indirect 

through the influence of vine vigor (Pongracz 1983; Striegler and Howell 1991), so this study 

supports that notion that the rootstock affects cold hardiness indirectly through the effect on the 

yield of clones, vine vigor.  
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The interaction between clone and rootstock can also affect cold hardiness of Cabernet franc. 

This is a very interesting finding, and when comparing the cold hardiness of the three rootstocks, 

Cabernet franc 327 grafted on rootstock 101-14 showed greater cold hardiness than 327 grafted 

on rootstocks 3309 and Riparia Gloire. It demonstrates that rootstock 101-14 has better cold 

hardiness than rootstocks 3309 and Riparia Gloire when combined with clone 327. The cold 

hardiness of clone 214 was weaker than that of clone 327. The cold hardiness of combination of 

clone 214 and rootstock 101-14 was weaker than cold hardiness of 327/3309 and 327/Riparia. 

This demonstrates that rootstock or clone selection alone may not give the greatest cold tolerance 

but the interaction of both the scion x rootstock has the greatest influence. Grafting decisions 

concerning both clone and rootstock selection and their interaction is equally important to just 

clone or rootstock when selecting for more cold tolerant vines.  Therefore, when selecting 

different rootstocks and clones to improve cold hardiness, not only rootstock or clone with strong 

cold hardiness should be considered but the interaction between them should be considered.  

 This phenomenon needs further elucidation and may be of tremendous importance for nurseries 

and growers.   

Different clone × rootstock combinations have different responses to climate change during the 

2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. At the stage of deacclimation, 327/101-14 responding to 

temperature changes was more rapid in 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. Therefore, combination 

327×101-14 may be a better selection in regions with the risk of frosts from early spring during 

deacclimation to reduce cold damage. 
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The dehydrin development of the four clone × rootstock combinations of Cabernet franc differed 

during the 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. Only on 23 Nov 2018, 62 kDa, 30 kDa and 23 kDa 

dehydrin bands’ intensities and LTE50 both showed a significant difference between four clone 

× rootstock combinations and between the three rootstocks. So those dehydrins may play a role 

early in acclimation for differences in LTE50 between rootstocks, and clone and rootstock 

combinations for Cabernet franc. But the relationship between dehydrin bands’ intensity and 

cold hardiness is not a positive linear relationship throughout all of dormancy. This is in contrast 

to other findings in the laboratory for the more winter sensitive variety Sauvignon blanc but 

appears similar to the response in the more cold hardy Riesling variety (Hébert-Haché, 

unpublished communications). Therefore, more experiments are required to prove the 

hypothesis. Furthermore, the dehydrins developments during dormant seasons varied between 

dehydrins in different molecular weights, indicating that various climate factors may affect the 

dehydrins of different molecular weights. So further study is needed for testing the effect of 

climate factors on dehydrins development. 

One of the most important findings of the experiment is that there is no linear correlation 

between the intensity of dehydrin and cold hardiness. The hypothesis that the stronger the 

intensity of dehydrin, the stronger the cold hardiness response was not proven. However, this 

hypothesis could be verified by the results of the relation between cold hardiness and dehydrins 

during the stage of acclimation because it is found that the increase of dehydrins intensity 

coincides with the decrease of LTE50 during the acclimation stage. Nevertheless, at the stage of 

maximum hardiness, the intensity of dehydrins decreased, but LTE50 remained at the lowest 
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temperature. Moreover, at the stage of deacclimation, LTE50 begins to increase slowly, but some 

dehydrin intensity also increased again due to temperature changes. The conclusion of Vítámvás 

et al. that WSC120 protein was positively correlated with freeze tolerance is made under the 

simulation of acclimation environment, but it cannot prove that in the stages of maximum 

hardiness and deacclimation, cold hardiness and dehydrins intensity has a positive correlation. 

Therefore, to fully understand the relationship between cold hardiness and dehydrin intensity 

during the dormant season, it is also necessary to study the relationship between cold hardiness 

and dehydrin intensity during the maximum hardiness and deacclimation stages. 

Since dehydrins are intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) that have disordered structures, 

dehydrins run abnormally large on SDS-PAGE, which can alter the molecular weights of the 

dehydrins shown on SDS-PAGE (Receveur-Bréchot et al., 2005; Graether and Boddington 

2014). So it’s important to do band identification for the five dehydrin bands detected in this 

project in the future to confirm the bands are in fact dehydrins. It is possible that larger molecular 

weight bands contain more than one subunit of dehydrin 1, 2, 3 or 4 giving rise to higher 

molecular weights. In conclusion, this study demonstrated that the selection of clones and 

rootstocks could affect the cold hardiness of Cabernet franc. These findings can help in selecting 

clone and rootstocks to improve cold hardiness and reduce the negative impact of low 

temperature during the dormant season in the cool-climate region so that the decreases of yield in 

grape and revenue associated with freeze injury could be reduced. In this study, 327/101-14 was 

found to be the most suitable combination for planting in cool-climate region to maximize the 

cold hardiness response compared with the other three clone × rootstock combinations in 
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Cabernet franc according to the results in LTE50, response to temperature in the deacclimation 

stage, vine performance, and fruit composition. However, the experiment only studied the cold 

hardiness of four combinations in Cabernet franc with two clones and three rootstocks. More 

studies are needed to prove the effects of other clones and rootstocks on cold hardiness among 

different varieties. 

The complexity of the relationship between cold hardiness and dehydrin was verified in this 

experiment. Therefore, cold hardiness cannot be valued only by the dehydrin intensity. In the 

future, more studies are required on the change of dehydrin in different clones, rootstock, and 

their combinations during the dormant season and comparative response between different 

varieties also needs to be considered. At the same time, the influence of climate factors on the 

change of dehydrin should be studied to reduce the impact of climate factors on the relationship 

between cold hardiness and dehydrin.  
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Figure S1. LTE50 and band development for clone 327 on rootstock 101-14 during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.4 A-E 

represent LTE50 and bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent LTE 

50 and bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the highest band 

intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S2. LTE50 and band development for clone 327 on rootstock 3309 during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.4 A-E 

represent LTE50 and bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent LTE 

50 and bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the highest band 

intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S3. LTE50 and band development for clone 327 on rootstock Riparia Gloire during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons. 4.4 

A-E represent LTE50 and bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent 

LTE 50 and bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the highest 

band intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S4. Cold hardiness of clone 327 on rootstock 101-14 expressed as % maximum hardiness versus the relative band 

intensity for five bands in 2018 dormant season and for four bands in 2019 dormant season. 4.5 A-E represent % maximum 

hardiness versus bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent % 

maximum hardiness versus bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized 

to the highest band intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S5. Cold hardiness of clone 327 on rootstock 3309 expressed as % maximum hardiness versus the relative band intensity 

for five bands in 2018 dormant season and for four bands in 2019 dormant season. 4.5 A-E represent % maximum hardiness 

versus bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent % maximum 

hardiness versus bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized to the 

highest band intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S6. Cold hardiness of clone 327 on rootstock Riparia Gloire expressed as % maximum hardiness versus the relative band 

intensity for five bands in 2018 dormant season and for four bands in 2019 dormant season. 4.5 A-E represent % maximum 

hardiness versus bands at 62, 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas F-I represent % 

maximum hardiness versus bands at 62, 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. All band intensities were normalized 

to the highest band intensity of 23 kDa band. 
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Figure S7. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between two clones 214 and 327 grafted on 

rootstock 101-14 during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001).A-D represent bands at 57, 
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41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas E-G represent bands at 41, 30 and 21 kDa over the 2019 

dormant season. Each band intensities were normalized to the highest band intensity of that band. 
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Figure S8. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between clone327 grafted on three rootstocks 

101-14, 3309 and Riparia Gloire during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001). A-D 

represent bands at 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas E-G represent bands at 41, 30 and 

21 kDa over the 2019 dormant season. Each band intensities were normalized to the highest band intensity of that band.  
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Figure S9. Comparison in relative band intensity of Cabernet franc grapevines between four combinations 214/101-14, 327/101-

14, 327/3309, 327/Riparia during 2018 and 2019 dormant seasons (*:p < 0.05; **：p<0.01;***：p<0.001). A-D represent 
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bands at 57, 41, 30 and 21 kDa respectively over the 2018 dormant season whereas E-G represent bands at 41, 30 and 21 kDa 

over the 2019 dormant season. Each band intensities were normalized to the highest band intensity of that band. 
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